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ROOSEflT OPENS

omInent
Chief Executives and Many
Citizens From States Meet With Cabces. Congressmen and Government
Officials to Discuss Methods.
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Rules Committee Has Prepared No New Developments In Indiana's Bad Storm Sweeps State. WreckBY LAVISH AND WASTEFUL USE OF RESOURCES
Procedure and All Time That Murder Mystery and Nothing Has ing Buildings and Killing a NumBeen Found About the Burned
Can be Spared Will be Given
ber of Persons-Wi- nd
Followed
Bill
to Show Whether Mrs.
House
to
Discussion
of
by Heavy Rains That Dam-ag- e
the
Democratic Candidates for Presidency Are In Attendance-Fight Is Expected.
Gunness Is Dead or Alive.
Tracks.

of Industry Mingle With Experts and
and Talk Over Plans for Saving the Limited Supply of Products That Have Made United States Powerful
Country Is Interested In Outcome
Among Nations-Enti- re
of Most Important Meeting Ever Held at Nation's Capital.

Gov-erno- rs

Washmton, May IS The White
House was the scene today of an assemblage of many of the most distinguished figures in the political and
industrial life of the nation. It was,
perhaii, one of the most notable
gatherings that ever met to consider
a great public question in that hismanHion.

The occasion was the conference
nulled by President Roosevelt with
the governors practically of all states
and'territorles to consider the broad
question of conservation of the country's natural resources. The conference will continue until Friday.
Men who know how the natural
resources of the country have bean
wasted
of industry who
have dealt with these resources and
experts who have studied conditions
told nf the nation's prodigality in exploitation
nd consumption
of
Its
nntiora. resources.
Rep ''wanting the government
was
the president of the United States,
the vice president, cabinet members,
justice of the United States supreme
court and members of both houses of
Congress. The states are represented
by the chief executive and conferees
appointed by them. The Industries
ire represented by Andrew Carnegie,
.lames J. Hill. John Mitchell and Dr.
I. C White, state geologist of Virginia
anil perhaps the leading expert on
coal in the United States.
The specially invited guests Included three Demoeratlo presidential canJennings
didates William
Rryan,
Judge George Oray of Delaware, and
iov. John A. Johnson of Minnesota.
The subject to b considered Includes the use and conservation
of
mineral resources, resources of land
and resources of water. Long before
( o'clock, when
the conference was
calico to order in the famous east
room in the White House hy President Itoosevelt, those who took part
in the great gathering hcg:in to arrive. Th president received the governors and shortly after all assembled
In the Kast room.
The conference was opened hy the
president with nn addre.es on "Conser.
vntton As p. National Duty " The
for the day included an address
by Andrew Carnegie on "Ores and
H elated Minerals" ami hy Or. I. C.
White on "Mineral Fuels" Former
President John Mitchell of the United
Mine Workers of America
led
the
general discussion on coal mining.
In opening the conference, President rtiHisevelt ild In part:
Governors of the Heveral States, anil
Gentlemen
welcome you to this conference at
the While House.
You have come
hllher at my request o th:it ive may
Join together to consider the question of the conservation and use of
the great fundamental sources of
ue.ilth of this nation. So vital Is this
Miestion. that for the first time in
our
the ch'ef executive officer;- of the states separately, and of
the states together forming the nation, have met to consider It.
With the governors come men from
ich state chosen for tmdr special
a iua:r!ta:icc with the terms of the
problem that is before us. Among
tiietn are experts in natural resources and representatives of national organizations concerned in the developing nt and use of these resources:
nators and representatives In
the
'
oiis: .s.s the supreme court, the
cu.ino t, and the inland waterways
oniin:-io- n
have Ilk- wise be en invlt-- d
to the conference, which is there-I'l- i,
national In a pei ul ur sense.
on the conservaTin.-- cont'erem-tion .,1 natural resource Is In effect
a ii ' i t ns of the representative
of
a
tie people of the United States
called to consider the weightiest
probP m no
before the nation; and
tiie oicii 1111 for the meeting lies in
t
the
that the natural resources
of our country are In dinger of
on if
permit the o d wasteful methods of exploiting them longer
to continue.
With the rise of peoples from
to civilization, and with the
consequent growth In the extent and
variety of th needs of the average
man, there comes a steadily Increasing growth of the amount demanded
1
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Tkursday fair and warmer.

NUMI3EH 114

TEN THOUSAND CHINESE

ARE

DROWNED IN GREAT TIDAL WAVE

Enormous Wall of Water Sweeps Down
River, Taking Unawares Thousands
of Coolies Asleep in Small Boats on
Great Stream and Overwhelming the
Residents in Villages Along Banks.
RIVER

SIDE STREWN FOR MANY MILES
WITH

DEAD COOLIES AND WRECKED CRAFT

News of Disaster Brought From Hangow by Steamer Titian
Arriving at Seattle Last
Details IndiWashington, May 13. The comOmaha, May 18. Only two of the
La I'ortc, Ind., May IS. Unless the
cate Disaster Is Greatest Ever Known ln China-Enu- re
mittee on rules, of the House, will, sluicing of the powdered debris taken six railroads between Omaha
anc
this afternoon, bring In a rule for the from the cellar of the burned Ounnesa Chicago were-iworking order this
Villages Wiped Out by Sudden Rush ot Water Which Gavo
passage tomorrow of the Vreeland farmhouse results tn startling discovmorning, the other four being out
currency bill, under suspension
of eries today, the production of further of commission because of washouts
No Warning of Its Approach-Thousan- ds
of Junks Ar
tules. The Democrats will be given tangible evidence In the big murder following the tornado and storm last
an opportunity to offer the Williams mystery is not likely. No further de- night.
Wrecked and Surface of River Covered With Dead Bodies.
currency bill as an amendment.
velopments In the rase wete
anThe Great Western tracks are badNight-Incompl- ete

All the debate possible within to- nounced this morning.
session, deducting the time
Officials are still working about the
actual morrow's
In the hope of u'licovering more
rather necessarybill.for roll call, will be allow- place
bodies or of finding in the ruins of
curiously, at the same time the av- ed the
spur
Under whip and
the Repub- the house some evidence that will
erage man is apt to lose his realization of this dependence upon nature. lican leaders In the House expect to establish to a certainty whether Mrs.
by this average man from the
resources of the country. Yet,

Since then our knowledge and use put through the Vreeland currency
of the resources of the. present terri- bill on Thursday of this week. They
tory of the United States have In- expect to do It In the fact of a pracopposition
creased a hundredfold.
Indeed, the tically solid Democratio
Insurgrowth of this nation by leaps and and despite the Republican
bounds makes one of the most strik- gency, and Its leaders, Representaing and Important chapters in the tives Fowler, of New York, chairman
history of the world. Its growth has of the banking and currency comPrince of Illinois, and Hayes,
been due to the rapid development, mittee;
and alas! that it should be said, to of California-Presumithat every member of
the rapid destruction, of our natural
resources. Nature has supplied to us the House will be In his seat and that
in the United States, and still sup- all the Democrats will vote against
contrary Republican
plies to us, more kinds of resources 11, twenty-nin- e
So the
In a more lavish degree than has ever votes will defeat the bill.
been the case at any other time or situation as it now Is falls within
with any other people. Our position these lines. Mr. Watson, of Indiana,
party, has pledged
In thu world has been attained by the as whip of hU
extent and thoroughness of the con- every Republican to be in his seat
The Insurgent leadtrol we have achieved over nature; next Thursday.
was
but we are more, and not less, de- ers claim their total strength
the requisite twenty-nin- e
pendent upon what she furnishes thirty-si- x
than at any previous time of history and seven to spare, and that the
prospects are bright for holding
since the days of primitive man.
these three dozen firmly together.
Since the days when the Constitution was adopted, steam and electricity have revolutionized the Industrial
world. Nowhere has the revolution IRRIGATION CONGRESS
been so great as In our own country.
The discovery and utilization of minFUND IS INSERTED
eral fuels and alloys have given us
the lead over all other nations In the
production of steel. The discovery
and utilization of coal and Iron have Senate Committee Consent to Putting
given us our railways, and have led
Appropriation In as Amendto such industrial development as has
ment.
never before been seen. The vast
wealth of lumber in our forests, the
Washington. May 13 On the earnriches of our soils and mines, the discovery of gold and mineral oils, com- est appeal of Senator Penrose, Chairbined with the efficiency of our trans- man Allison of the Senate sundry
portation, have made the conditions civil appropriation committee, today
of our life unparalleled in comfort consented to add the
request
for
and convenience.
$50,000 as a fund for the Sixteenth
congress,
as an
The steadily increasing
drain on National Irrigation
these natural resources has promoted amendment to the sundry bill.
t,
Governor George Curry, George
to an extraordinary degree the comColonel It. K. Twltchell and Will
plexity of our industrial and social
C.
Barnes are attending the confer
lifo. Moreover, this unexampled development lias had a determining ef- ence of governors at the White House
fect upon the character und opinions and representing New Mexico. Oov.
of our people. The demand for ef- Curry attended the banquet given to
ficiency in the great task has given us the visiting governors at the White
vigor, effectiveness, decision and powHouse last night.
er, and a capacity for achievement
which in iU own lines has never yet
been matched. So great und so rapid NO
has been our material growth that
there has been a tendency to lag beLAW THIS SESSION
hind In spiritual and moral growth;
but that is not the subject upon which
I speak to you today.
Disregarding for the moment the
Ha Spoiled the
question of moral purpose, it is safe
Cluiuit-for due of IreHident'
I Vt Measures.
to say that the prosperity of our people depends directly on the energy
Washington,
and Intelligence with which our natMay
13.
President
ural resources are used. It Is equally Ko.is. velt has given up hope of oblegislation at
clear that these resources sre the taining
final basis of national power and per- this session of Congress, and Reprepetuity. Finally, it Is om nou.-l- y evi- sentative Townsend of Michigan, who
dent that these resources are In the had been leading the fight In the
House, has abandoned the effort. The
course of rapid exhaustion.
We have become great i)ecaue of reason for this Is the charges of misthe lavish use of our resources and representation with reference to the
we have just reason to be proud of proposed legislation by ho'h the labor
our growth. Hut the time has come! organization and the Manufacturers'
to Inquire seriously what will happen association.
lie unions have demanded that a
when our forests are gone, when the
coal, the iron, the oil, and the gas are bill should he parsed which would
exhausted, wheu the soils shall have prevent the issuance of any restrainbeen still further impoverished and ing ordcr ugainst labor organizations.
washed into the streams, polluting The Manufacturers associations have
the rivers, denuding the fields and ob- been circulating literature charging
structing navigation. These questions that this was exactly what the advocates of the
do not relate only to the
bill incentury or to the next generation. It is tended to do. As a result letters have
time for us now as a nation to exer- been pouring in upon members of the
cise the same reasonable foresight in House from both subs to the controdealing w ith our great natural re- - versy, both protesting aga nst the
sources that would lie shown by any only form of legislation tint was
In view of this. Representative
prudent man in conserving and wide-- :
ly usmg the property which contains To,wiend went to see the president
the assurance of well being fjr him-- i today and told him that because of
misrepresentation und misunderstandself and his children.
The natural resources I have eiiuni- - ing of ihc whole purpose of t'aose who
phake been fighting for trie
erated can be divided Into two
ly distinguished elates accordingly'
h g
it will be Imposas they are or are not capable of re-- ! sible to do anything ul this session
tot y to either trie labor organnewal. Mines if used must neeessar-- j
lly be exhausted. The minerals do not isations or Die empowers of labor.
and can not renew themselves. Therefore tn dealing with the coal, the oil,
Cl.i:VlXAM IS IIITTTEK.
Lakewood, May 13. The condition
the gas, the iron, the uiciais geiier- (irover Cleveland was
of
reported today to be slightly Im(Continued on Puge rur.)
proved. He Is resting easy.
ng
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Republicans Expect to Pass Says He Did Not Admit Part Tornadoes Are Followed by
In Murders at Gurtness Farm
It In Face of Opposition
Washouts Which Put Rail,
From Democrats and
and Has Not Promised
roads Out of Business
to Confess.
Few Republicans.
In Nebraska.

inet Members, Supreme Court Justi-

Three

DEIS

CURRENCY LAMPHERE

OiVERNORS

CONFERENCE

GROWN

fair.

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO. WEDNESDAY. MAY 13,

MEASURE IN HOUSE

NATION HAS

0nw.

GET

VOLUME 23.

PRESIDENT

WEATHER

Gunness is dead or alive.
Mrs. Gunness'
hired man. Hay
Lamphcrc. vigorously denied today
that he hud mado a confession or
promised uny to E. A. Schell or to
anyone else. La nip here is under arrest, charged with complicity In the
wholesale murders disclosed by the
Investigation at the Gunness farm,
following the fire which destroyed the
farmhouse, in which Mrs. Ounnesa'
three children are known to have perished. Whether Mrs. Gunness was
also burned to death yet, remains a
mystery, as no evidence has been revealed to establish that fact.

DAKOT-

NORTH

A-.

.

.

WILL FAfQR TAFT
Are Arriving for Convention Tomorrow and Sentiment
Is Strong for KwrcUtrj.

IH'lCRntes

damaged and trains are using the
Illinois Central to a point In central
Iowa where the lines cross. The
Rock Inland and Milwaukee are both
using the Northwestern tracks for
about 100 miles. Burlington trains
are routed down the Nebraska side
of the Missouri river for 25 miles
and sent in a round about way to
their destination.
Twelve persons are known to have
been killed and a score Injured by
a tornado which swept over the
northern part of Sarpy county at B
o'clock yesterday afternoon.
The
storm, which gained In velocity on Its
way south started In Omaha
about
4:30.
At Hellevue the college build
Ings were damugod to the extent of
probably tfiO.OOO and several persons
were injured, none fatally. The storm
then moved on to Louisville, Rltch-tlei- d
and Springfield, where the prin
cipal damage and loss of life occur
'
red..
It Is difficult to get any definite
news from Louisville. Reports are to
the effect that the town Is blown away
and the people are In a panic. The
Iturllngton station was torn to pieces,
most of the business houses wrecked
and thirty residences destroyed. The
Missouri Pacific station
is standing
but both telegraph and telephone
wires are down.
There were four distinct tornado
clouds as seen at Springfield and made
their appearance shortly before 6
o'clock. Heavy damage was done In
the country and It Is feared there was
some loss of life.
Dispatches received at Lincoln say
there were severe storms along the
Missouri river further south,
at
Nemaha City and Falls City.
ly

.

Mlnot, N. D.. May 13. Delegates
and political leaders are arriving In
Minot for the Republican state delegate convention which meets Thursday. Lenders of both Insurgents and
stalwarts seem positive that the convention will be harmonious, no matter which faction gains the supremacy.
Jamfs Kennedy of Fargo, who
arrived yesterday, openly declared for
the first time as a candidate for the
position of national committeeman.
litith the stalwart and insurgent
factious are for Tuft, so there Is no CITIZENS
risk of dissension thai will involve
Uic electoral vote.

PROTEST
AGAINST

ADDITION

AXAIU IIISTS IKKY V. S.
New York. May 13. As a reply to
the government's Intention to formuFarmlngton, N. M , May 3 5,
late a plan for the deporting of all board of trade of Farmington

anarchists, the Anarchist Federation
of America,
of which Alexander
Herckmun is one of the leaders, today Issued an official manifesto defying the Washington authorities to
act. The manifesto says, among other things:
"You cannot exterminate anarchism, because It embodies man's highest aspirations toward liberty, well
being and the enjoyment of life. For
anarchy does not mean violence; on
the contrary, it wnots to do away
with all violence by abolishing poverty and government, those eternal
breeders of violence.
"As long as you have hunger they
say you will have crimes and violence in one form or another.
And
as long as you have monopoly of the
necessary Instruments of production
you will have economic slavery, industrial robbery and resultant poverty and hunger."

MRS. VANOERBILT

TAILS

TO RECONCILE

llcr Mlsrtion to I.'nroi
and Dautliter-in-Iv-

FAMILY

to Bring Son
Togvtlu--

v

r

Is of No Avail,
Vatuierhllt faded

In

Mrs. Cornelius

hr

special

mis-

sion to Europe, which was to bring
about a reconciliation between her
son. Alfred Gvcynne. and his wife-- ,
ami as a result the loig delayed divorce proceeding.- - will be taken up

again tomorrow.
Af.er taking the tesilmony of Mrs.
Vandrrbllt and half a dozen
other
witnesses, Itef. r e Kavld Mciiure
to 'lag at the sugpermitted flu
gestion of the attorn s for both
sides.
Mrs. Poinpiius Van(erbilt held a
en.es with her
number of
daughter-in-laa few weeks ago and
coud but have ore
insisted that If
more talk wlih her sol she was sure
that the difference bttwen the cou
ple could

be

sc

tiled.

'

Hangow and they were enveloped by
the great wave, which swept the
broken Junks, splintered sampans and
a heterogeneous mass of debris, together with swarms of drowned Chinese, away on Its surface.
Other villages along the river were
wrecked and added their Inhabitant
to the thousands of bodies floating la
the river.
The scene for many days after the
disaster was horrible ln the extreme.
The river side was strewn with dead
bodies and the debris of wrecked
craft for many miles and the survlr-o- rs
were forced to leave many place
because of the lack of food and the
stench from the thousands of bodies
strewing the river banks.
The tidal wave above referred to
had been previously reported by cable
A. dispatch from Shsnghal dated April
1, said that a, disastrous flood had
occurred on the Tangtae Kiang la
which 3,000 lives were lost. The cable)
advices did not show the flood to be
as disastrous as does the Seattle

AMERICAN CAR
DECLARE

DIVIDENDS

Ilallroad Magnate. Says Union laclflc
1 Money anil
lKjes Not
In.
tUltaU-Tliat Ho Out Furnish
It Wlicn Necessary.
New York, May 13. Regular dividends of 2 V4 per cent quarterly on
Union Pacific common and 1 H quarterly on Southern Pacific common and
on Southern Paof 3'4
cific preferred stock were declared by
the directors of those companies tosemi-annual-

day.

ly

.

REACHES JAPAN

l'orcnicri Await Its Arrival at

Vlad-

ivostok to Konevt Uie I lace Widen
llau Ikfi Delayed.
j
v
Yokohoma, May 18 The American
Thomas car in the New.' York to Paris
motor car race, is now on Hp way to
Kobe, whence It will go to Tsugura
previous to being shipped1 to Vladivostok. The car arrived here yesterday on the steamer Shawmut and last
night continued its voyage.
It Is expected the car will arrive In
Siberia by Saturday. The foreign cars
which beut the Thomas car here because It was compelled to turn back
from the Alaska route, are awaiting it
at Vladivostok to renew the race.
The American colony here gave the
Thomas crew a great reception, and
a Japanese guide was employed to
point out the road from Kobe to
a.

Following the meeting of the diThe
has rectors E. H. Harrlman was asked
passed strong resolutions which will about the plans for issuing a part of
the $100,000,000 in bonds recently
be presented to Governor Curry, together with a request that he present authorized by the I'nion 1'ucllic stock,
them to President Roosevelt, ln which holders. He said:
"Everybody is trying to do the
they wish the president to rescind his
order of some months ago by which Union Pacific financing. It does not
the Navajo Indians have had1 added to need money."
When
asked about. $25,000,000,
their reservation some 4.00,000 acres
ol land, about half of which Is in New which he was reported to have said
Mexico.
n the company required Harriman askThe resolutions set forth that there ed "What Is $25,000,000 to the Union
are already 11,000,000 acres ln the Pacific?" The time of offering the MANY FIRMS JOIN
Navajo reservation, Including many bonds authorized he said will depend
acres of good land which the Indians, largely upon market conditions.
It Is said, have not attempted to use,
PROHIBITION EIGHT
and of this amount some t, 000, 000
RENOWNED
SWINDLERS
In
res
sre
New,
Mexico,
ai
mostly In
San Juan county. The resolutions set
They Are Allied WIUi Hrewent and
forth that this tract is sufficient for
Strong Krrrt Will lie Made to
TRIAL
ON
th
AT VEGAS
Indians without further allot;H funncix to Join.
ments.
The 4,000,000-acr- e
allotment Includes 120,000 aires along the east Two Men ArruMtod at Itaton, Charged
boundary of San Juan county and
Milwaukee, May 13. Xlxty thouWith I sing Mulls to Defraud,
government agents there. It is said,
sand firms, allied trades to the brewCourt.
laoe
ing business, have Joined the moveare forbidding
sheep
men
from
crsing this land with their herds. Las Vegas, N. M., May 13. Frank ment to fight prohibition. Their
Sheep men have been In the habit of North and M. O. lirlttain, world re fight will be launched in connection
crossing this land to reach their sum. nowned swindlers, who were arrested with the convention of the United
mer ranges ever since white men have at Ilaton on complaint of the Lewis lirewers' association here June
While the beermakers have been
occupied these parts.
There are Jewelers' Supply company of Den
about (il.ouo Navajo Indians on the ver, and who are charged with using holding aloof from the new movement. It Is believed they finally will
reservation
the mails to defraud, were placed on give
their support. The body will be
trial In the federal court here this
composed of manufacturers of speclai
i ft'Tnoon.
STKIKIXS IX GI ATIOM
brewing
machinery,
glassmakers,
City. May 13 Arrivals here
wagonmakers. Ministers and Insurance
say
from Guatemala
business is paramen.
lysed In that country on account of EORAKER ABANDONS
A strong effort will be made to get
political troubles. The Guatemalan
the farmers to Join the new organisaNorthern
railroad,
which three
It Is expected to get a total
EFFORTS FOR NEGRO tion.
months sgo was running from cU'ht
membership of 100.000.
to ten freight trains daily to handle
It" trarnc. Is now running only one
t'AWOT TIUST YIQI IS.
train aemlweekly, to care for the His Kill U Mark. Hi I or Consideration
Mexico City, May 13. The governbusiness.
Nent I vi u I Mr and Culbersou
Many native
ment announces positively that it the
conmanufacturing
Would I.Ike to Huve It
Yaqul Indians surrender it will tc uncerns and commercial
houses have
Acted on at Once. .
conditionally. The requests of chiefs
closed pending a settlement
of the
conditions. Many no-of! Washington. May 13 Senator For. for a treaty carrying privileges or
wealth are leaving the country for aker today uhnnloned his efforts to exceptions is positively denied as the
that they may be arrested on secure consideration at this session of Indians cannot be trusted.
trumped-ucharge by order of Preil-- . his bill reinstating the negr troops
dent fabren an thrown Into prison. who were discharged on account of
MKTHOPOI.ITAX WINNKItS.
It Is reported that several more the Hrownsvllle riot and moved to
Hclmont Park. New Jersey, May 11
emerutions of political prisoners are makf the bill a special order for DeThe Metropolitan Handicap:
scheduled to take place. In the next' cember 16th next Senator Culberson Atkln won; Hestlgouche second; Jack
Don
few days.
Creole third. Time 1:3S 5
11113 moved to substitute next Saturday.
Tsu-gur-

co

New York. May 13.

Seattle, Wash., May 13. News of
the greatest disaster that China has
ever known a sudden tidal bore in
the Tangtse Klang river, which Involved the loss of nearly 10,000 lives
at Hangow was brought by the
steamer Titian, which arrived at this
port last night.
According to the report brought by
the Titian the great wave that swept
down the river, taking unawares the
thousands of residents along Its banks
and in Junks, sampans and small
boats on its surface was twenty-si- x
feet In height. Without warning the
great wave flooded the river, which
Wtu8 quickly turned from a peaceful
avenue of commerce Into a raging
torrent, filled with the debris of hundreds of small craft and the struggling bodies of their occupants, all
mingled together In horrible confusion.
Several large river '' steamers
were wrecked.
Some 8,000 Chinese were sleeping
in sampans and small craft on the
river and ln mat sheds and small
huts on the river banks at the city of

p
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ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.

TWO.

By the Citizen Publishing Company ol Albuquerque, New Mexico.

MANAGING

PRESIDENT

Address The Valley Ranch, Valley Ranch, New Mexico.
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THE CUB'S CORNER
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citizen has;

ad-
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big
mighty
Sum
feller kin act mighty
sma'l.

w Mexico.

anl Anxiliiiry News Service.
"WE UETTIIE NEWS I'lltsT.'
"STATEHOOD FOR NCW MEXICO'

s
If

Two can live as cheaply us one
they have to.

It's almost time for green apples
and castor oil.
Be sure you are right, then ask
your wife and think it over.

OutCoofi is Darfi

W

is accusThe New York. World, a Democratic newspaper, but one which success
tomed to speaking out In meeting, thinks the outlook for Democratic
Is darker than it has been for many years.
by the DemoThe World has repeatedly said that If Bryan Is nominated
crats, he will be defeated even worse than he- wa.s before.
in his
There is littH doubt now but what Bryan has the nomination
although
The World, however, Is still hopefully talking for Johnson,
hands.
It admits that it hasn't much chance of securing his nomination.
to the
As a sample of the blight to Bryanism, however, the World points
says:
recent historv of Democracy In Minnesota and Massachusetts.state Itfor Johnson
While the Democrats of Minnesota were sweeping the
at the primaries, the Democrats of Massachusetts were preparing to instruct
for Bryan at the state convention.
militant Democratic
In the one state there Is a vigorous, enthusiastic, only
the broken rem-nan- ts
In the other state there are
party eager for victory.
present leadtheir
under
success
prospect
of
of a party without hope or
by the
ership
There Is much consistency In the endorsement of Johnson
agirresslve Democracy of Minnesota and the instruction for Bryan by the
nattered Democracy of Massachusetts.
spots in the
In 1904 Minnesota and Massachusetts were the two bright
It osevelt carried Massachusetts by 92,-0black page of Democratic disaster.
although Parker polled 60.000 more votes than Bryan got in 1896, but
Douglas governor by a plurality of 36.000.
the Democrats elected William U161.000,
but the Democrats elected John A.
Koosevelt carried Minnesota by
Johnson governor by 6,352. and John A. Johnson was the first Democrat
Democratic ticket since the
elected governor of Minnesota on a straight-ou- t
Civil war.
won two years
In 1906 the Minnesota Democrats kept what they had
by 76.000 and his party gained a representaearlier. Johnson was
men in Massachutive in Congress. After the campaign of 1904 the Bryan
Mr. Bryan's advice.
setts began to "reorganize" the party in accordance with
to
They have succeeded so well that the Massachusetts Democracy has fallen
regular Democratic ticket polled
the numerical status of a third party. The
ticket, the Refewer votes in the last election than the Independence League
The Demopublican candidate for governor having a plurality of 117,000.
crats have even lost Boston, which is now administered by a Republican
mayor.
It Is fitting that such a political wreck as the Massachusetts Democracy
should acclaim William J. Bryan as its leader.
John A.
Mr. Bryan cannot carry either Massachusetts or Minnesota.
He
admit.
Johnson could carry Minnesota, as- the Republicans there freely
polled there
could poll more votes in Massachusetts than Mr. Hryun has ever party
organYet. standing amid the ruins of their
or ever will poll there.
ization, the Bryanized Democracy of Massachusetts votes for four years more
of demagogy and disaster.
-

Watcft Me ResuCts

It has been reported more or less by Washington correspondents who are
calle.l
enemical to the national administration, that the meeting of governors
by the president, was only another step in the centralization of power in the
national government.
anAt the time the governors were invited to attend the meeting, it was
nounced that the session was for the purpose of discussing ways and means
for conserving the natural resources of the country and to secure united
action upon some plan to that end as well as to oiscuss the defects in existing
plans.
Had the president any intention of urging such a plan upon the governhe would do
ors as his enemies would have Us believe, it Is quite- likely that
u in an entirely different manner than by calling all of the governors together at one time and one place for a public conference.
The meeting, however, Is unlue In that it Is the first of It kind ind in
ddition, will likely establish a precedent for succeeding presidents to follow.
The public will watch the results of the conference with considerable
The people will watch the doings of
Interest because it Is all so unusual.
the conference because they are curious to know Just how much truth there
Is In the reports that have been scattered so assiduously of late.
New Mexico Is particularly Interested because Bhe has a governor and a
delegation of Beveral leading citizens present-I- t
is when they return home that the people can fully Inform themselves
as to the object of the conference and as to the truth or untruth of the reports concerning it.
The chances are that the conference will consist of a Rooseveltlan lecture
on forests, streams and mines, and that In return he will learn at first hand
from several sections of the country Just how much the people do or do not
agree w ith his ideas.
(
great deal of prejuMuch practical good can come of the meeting and
out.
wiped
dice can be
F"r instance, the governors who meet the delegation from New Mexico
ave Washington whh a fund of useful Information conwill undoubtedly
At least they will, unless some method Is
cerning our fitness for statehood.
devised to keep Curry and his friends from talking.
In fact the meeting of governors will in all likelihood w in more friends for
our statehood cause than anvthlng that has taken place In recent years.
t least it is not likely
that much
So far as New Mexico is concerned
more of our power will be "centralized" than is already enjoyed by the Washington end of our affairs, so we at least have nothing to fear on that score.
If on the other hand, we make only one friend for New Mexico and
Utehood as well as get our resources and possibilities before the governors of
large percentage of the states of the union, our delegation will have shown
practical good in such a gathering a; least for New Mexico.
-
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easy to forgive your enemies
if they are bigger than you are.

It's

No girl reaches the. age of twenty-on- e
until she has been married at
least two years.

The Atchison Globe says the heart
that part of you which leads you
Into scrapes from which the head has
to extricate you.
Is

y
the young woman
yawned. "Pardon me," she said. "1
didn't mean to do that." "I see," observed Mr. Kingerlong. "opened by
go Tribune.
mistake."
Absent-mindedl-

O

Host Have you seen the wedding
gifts, old man'.' tiuest No, not yet.
"Well, wuit a mono nl. I'll get one of
the detectives to escort you through."
-- Life.
O

"Johnny. Where's your gislur?" "Cp
in her room." "I quarrelled with her
yesterday and am sorry. Won't you
go and ask her if she'll make up?"
"She's niukin' up now." Houston
Press.
1

A clergyman, having performed the
marriage ceremony for a couple, undertook to' write out the usual certificate, but, being In doubt as to the day
of the month, he asked: "This Is the
"Why, parson,"
ninth, is it not?'
suid the blushing bride, "you do all
my marrying, and you ought to remember that this Is only the third."
Philadelphia lnqu.rer.

O

Kipling, when he dined
with me." said a literary Chicagoun,
"told me about Simla. Simla is up In
the hills, as they say
lite mountains
mi
India and the women go there
in the hot weather to escape the heat
of the low country. Kipling said that
one lovely, cool morning at .Simla he
as presented to a charming woman
ho be was Informed was a grass
idow. They call those women grass
widows whose husbands are detained
by work In the hot cities or the plains,
she was pretty, and as tiny talked
together In the pleasant coolness Kipling said: 'I suppose you can't help
thinking of your pour husband grilling down below'."
The woman gave
tit, learned afthim a strange look,
erward that she wax a real widow."
"Uudyard

,

O

My Harold Carter.
"Dearest!"
The doctor looked up from the
table of his consulting room.
"Dearest, are you dreadfully busy
this morning?"
"I'm afraid I am, dear," he called
through the door.
"Very well," called the voice outside. "I suppose I shall have to be
resigned then. I'm going out for an
hour's walk alone. Have you seen
my parasol anywhere?"
"I'm afraid I haven't."
"O how provoking!"
The doctor heard her dress rustle
away into the distance. His brow
contracted with a spasm of pain as he
pushed hack the thoughts
which
came to him.
He was startled presently by a violent ringing at the door. There was
a crowd outside the house an accitwo
Presently
dent had occurred.
men entered, bearing the body of a
third.
"A bad accident, doctor." sntd one
of the men, "horse stood right on his
chest, sir."
"You can leave him with me." the
doctor said abruptly, seeing that they
He began bandaging the
remained.
choked,
wounds and the patient
coughed and opened his eyes. A smile
overspread
of hatred
the face of the
injured man.
"So." he said. "Then I have found
you!"
"Yes, you have found me," replied
the doctor quietly, as he went on with
th' bandaging. "Well, what are you
golne to do?"
"What I set out to do." the other
exclaimed, making an effort to rise.
The doctor's strong hands held him
down.
"You must not talk or move," he
said: "there s a broken rib. If you
move It will pierce the heart.
Keep
still!"
"You're lying." shouted the other
"I've got you this time, Charlie
Twelve years is a long tlmrt.
but I've found you now the man
who ran nwny and left his friend to
go fn prison for his own misdeeds."
"Yes."
"Do you know how T found you?
I trailed you to Chleigo, then through
the west coast up to Alaska. You
were In Alaska Ave years neo? I lost
you there. At Seattle T took a spill
of waste paper to light my pipe and
saw your name and address printed
you
on It.'. You fVil, why
didn't
change your name?"
"Because I have made my pence
with my own conscience since those
Again
days.
warn you to lie still."
Hp sal up and let his eyes wander
around the room. In the fir corner
they resteii on n speck of red. The
It was the
doctor's eyes followed.
lost parasol.
"oh. you're married. are you?"
sneered the sick man. "That complicates matter". Charlie. Does your
wife know of your past record."
"For tlod's sake, stop torturing me.
What do you want?"
"She believes in you completely, of
nurse. She doesn't know her hus-- b
ml has lived the life of a hunted
beast, trembling lest his wife should
to
learn of hi- - past should grow
despise hlui."
"So you will torture me with the
knowledge? Think very carefully,
man. Do you suppose she will not
forgive me?"
"oh. yes. no doubt. Hut will her
love survive when I have told her?"
"I trust In Him." said the doctor,
and both men faced each other in silence. A step was heard outside.
The sick man leaped to his feet
with mocking' laughter as he h.ird
the rustle of the woman's feet upon
the threshold. There came a knock.
Suddenly he stiffened and fell backward with a choking sound. The
doctor ran to his side and bent over
him. There was one groan and the
body fell back Inert upon the floor.
Outside the knocking was resumed.
"Pen rest, may I come In?" exclaimed the voice at the door.
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THE CAltltlAtiE WAITS."
14,1.1 linuek mce led f d
tile
following neat bit of verse Is going
the rounds of the press:
"The carriage waits without, my
lord."
"Witt,, oil uhul irpiiHe sir?"
'Without the lefthand runningboard.
Without the French chauffeur,
Without a drop of gasoline,
six nuts, the can or on
Four pinions and the limousine,
and the coil.
The spark-pluWithout the brake, the horn the
clutch,
Without the runnlng-gi-jone cylinder It beat, the Dutch
How much there Isn't here:
NOBODY SPARED.
The car has been repaired. In fact.
And you should be right gla.l
To f:nd that this much Is Intact
KUIucy Trouble Attack Albuquerque
lit' teiiut vi, up lorilshln had.
Men ami Women. Old ami
The garage sent It buck, my lord,
Young.
In pei feet shape tnrougnoui,
yon will understand, my lord,
Kidney His scijse young and old.
Y .ur carriage
waits without."
i'. one quickly with little warning.
Children Mfler in their early years
Can't conttol the kidney secretions,
fact th it the
A number of papers are giving considerable space to the
tiirls are languid, nervous, suffer
society women of San Francisco actually danced with the enlisted sailors. If
pain.
my
or
reason
show
in
affair
remarkable
the
anything
explain
will
one
some
Women worry, can't do dally work.
why the enlisted man is not as good as any other average man. it will help
Men have lame and aching backs.
bugaboo
may
"a
of
of
that
rue
snobs"
we
be
reminded
some.
otherwise
The cure f r man, woman or child.
Is to cure the cause the kidneys.
The
thinks '"women seldom laugh."
The Newport News Times-Heral- d
Down's Kidney Pills cure sick kidNo telling !o. a many quiet
Times-Heral- d
should not be too sure of this
neys
i
husbands tell
laughs the women have over some of the wonderful tale
of kidney suffering.
tlioSvstiMn Effect i Cure all firmstestimony
proves It.
them, and which they, at the fme of the telling, swallow in apparent
AlbUdUeune
Mr. J Hill,, of S22 West Hun ing
ually; i)isHLs C'oU.s tuul Head
Albuqu-rquesays: "My
N. M
(K'lu's iliu to ('on.sti nation; Ave..
daughter ustl Doan's Kidney Pills
In Cleveland. Ohio, patrons had to stop the street ears the other day
very giod results. She suffered
In Albuquerque the ears stop for you when
by piling bricks on the track
Acts luiinruliv ucts truly as with
fur over a ;ear from severe pains
you give them the high sign aiul '.he conductors appoint themselves commitacress her Mas and kidneys and at
.
tees of one to assist you to get aboard.
times she w:a unable to be around. 1
Best foi'Mentmu'ii ana I
heard of Dom's Kidney Pills, induced
a
h
to
in
man
who
make
si.ee,
tried
tin
The trouble with that Insane
her to try
and he felt great re-- !
Olil.
tuul
tir-t.
permission
Cannon's
'o.
gel
House the other day was that he didn't
lief from iliKtlrst and continued their
seeing
Uncle
without
in
House
the
Joe
body can do anything successfully
1o A,.t its Wefit iul Ejjetts use until cured. I gave a statement
first.
this effeit some four years ago,
Alwnys Lay the cN'iuuue ukicn to
woul i aiy today, Jan. 31, 1907,
and
Norway Is going to spend a few million dollars fortifying her c aM and has ilie Jul I name oj tlic Comwe wer- not only given reason
that
ever
If Russia
to apprechiti Doan's Kidney Pilis at
northern boundaries because she fears Russian Invasion
seriously contemplated taking Norway, all the resources of the little country pany
1
'that time, bit both my daughter and
ltiisclf will ouch for their value aa
could not save her.
strongly as ver, and can heartily
recommend ihem to other sufferers."
It seems that ConglesV idea ..f that naV) proposition after all is to buy
For sale v all dealers. Price Hue.
rnr shins on the installment p an. A million dollars down and a million
Foster-.MilbNew
Co., Buffalo,
ii
by ulmra it is monujuctureii .printea on tlie
dollars a year.
tr jnl of f cry package.
York. ole igents for the United
Stat.-s- .
SOLD BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS.
"Jupiter's e:ghth satellite has been discovered." says the Chicago Post.
name Doan's
Kemcmbei the
on we only, regular price 50; p' bottle.
Jupiter would now teem to have acquit ed enough satellites to Justify bis go
!
and take nuo'her.
lug into politics.
!'
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Both
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Don't buy your furniture until you
see !be Futrelie Furniture Co.'s line
of all kinds of household goods. We
mention a few of our bargains: Oak
t!reers 110 and up; oak chair IS. 60.
sewing rockers
double coin seat
17 25 and up. All
serviceable and
end viaduct.

$185, chiffoniers,
oak rockers 12.50.
the above are good
West
comfortable.
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Purpose Should be to Unprotected Islands the Key
to Situation If Japan and
Care and Train Wards and
United States Clash.
Not to Make Money.

Right

Richmond, Va., May

The

13.

ure cf last n'ght's session

feat-

of the Con-

ference of Charities anil Correction
vha the aiMrcan hy Amos V. Butler,
K ictary of the lnd ana board of
charities, who .said:
The Institutions of a state belong
to the people. A board of state charities u tne representative of the people. Such a hoard is pure y advisory;
Among
it has no executive duties.
the things that are essential to the
ffectie work of a hoard of
'harnie is a trained executive ot'li-e- r.
uniform statistical and financial
repoits. simple and comprehensive
of the public wanln, a
good lihrary, a bureau of information, issuing instructive information
for general distribution.
Its function
Is tin
of the whole system of public charities of the state.
Its duty is to see that every inmate
of every public institution receives
prop. care; that each institution is
jnoperly conducted; that the public
funds are wisely expended. Un the
oilier hand, it is a source of strength
to the management to give protection to the institution again.st unjust
criticism. Suv;h a board is g'ven the
fullest authority that the legislature
can bestow, to visit and inspect the
institutions and investigate existing
conditions.
It is its duty to report
the conditions it find.s; to suggest, ad
vise and recommend what it deems
is for the best interest of a I concernIt will be wise if it adopts as a
ed.
prim iple that it is better to prevent
tinde-rable conditions by helpful suggestion., than to have them grow un
til they become a public scandal. Its
reports should be made to the legis.
lature and to the governor, but its
greatest duty Ls to fu'ly inform the
people of what the institutions are,
what they are doing, how they may
be bettered; to tell the people of the
las. of persons that are being cared
for. of the causes that have made
them puhlle wards.
M.mv
persons
intelligent
look
wholly upon the financial s cle of an
institution.
Its real purpose is for
the proper care, treatment or training of :ts wards. If it were not for
them, it would not exist. The financial side Is important, but not all important,
nor even most important.
The inmates of the state institutions
come from every locality in the stnte,
and are largely the product ot local
conditions. Many of them have been
in local institutions, consequently it is
of the utmost importance that the
public should have accurate knowledge of the general situation regarding charities and a lively interest in
those local conditions which bring
both a moral and financial burden
to the state. It should have an intelligent desire to maintain its institutions at a good standard, and an
rt:e spirit toward preventable
It is essencuiihw of dependency.
tial for the cause of public charities
that there shull be maintained a wise
public opinion, which shall permeate
the entire state
This it should be
the duty of a board of state charities
to foster and develop.
Kf)Kirt on Stain Supervision,
The report of the committee of
etate supervision was made by the
chairman, Mr. Kutherford II. Piatt,
of Columbus, Ohio, who is a member
of the Ohio board of state charities.
Mr. I'Witt spoke with pleasure of the
orgun'Eation of the state board of
charities in Virginia, and expressed
the regrets of the conference at the
death in January of Air. L. C Storrs,
who for many years was secretary of
the Michigan state board.
His people hail to do largely with
the rapid growth of institutions and
charitable agencies; hii ideal state of
society, he sail, would not have place
for charitable or penal institutions,
but that ideal state ha--s not yet been
reached. The tendency i.s for the
state to talk over the charitable functions more ai.d more and at present It
m ems that the oniy effective barrier
against making of the stale a universal providence is the financial dif-l'- u
ul;y. Those things which promote,
the common welfare m- legitimate
tate functions, education which
the turn ng and development of
character a.s well as the imparting of
kirn l dge is the greatest of preventative itgene es The relief of individual!, under the are of the unfortunates Ims more ..r less always been
state function but the tendency has
unfoi tunatcly been that the demand
for teii.f tends always to equal or
outrun the supply.
Tins is true,
w hether we are speaking of state hos-I'"- .'
- f
tl'.e insane, of limiting child
labor, or providing employment for
those nut of work or a dozen other
forms of philanthropic activity.
Tie 11. a tli.it a slate is under a
duty to relieve the unfortunate should
ue repila-.JThe r. al duty draws the
.Mai. the other way.
Justi-enot
is the true function of the
f. w nethHate T.i raise hope., of i
er ttu or fa.se, which for f irancial
Or otner p'.i.son.s cannot be carried
out. is unfortunate.
Tne iniU ry shou'd always bo: Will
the common welfare be promoted -in. I ,11.
ie individual in rj be relieved
i

regi.-trat.o- n

I.

I

s

im-pli-

,

l

'.'

li.ioplng rough.
"Iri Februiry our daughter had the
"hooping cough Mr. Lane, of Hart-lani e 'om inende i
Chamberlain's
' 'ugh Kemeuy
and said It gave h'a
l
the best of atisfactlon. We
found It ii he sail, and can recommend it to anyone having children
troubled with wh "oplng cough," ayi
Mrs. A. floss, of Purand. Mich. For
ale by all druggists.
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San Francisco; Cal., May 13. Tf
the cloud of ill feeling, hovering, "no
bigger than a man's hau l," over the
island of Nippon, should suddenly
blacken and burst in war,
would
Hawaii, our only outpost, the only
lying
base
between our shores and
Japan, be snatched from our grasp
we
before
could make the Ilrst move
ut defense?
No less a person than (Inv. V. F.
Frear of Hawaii believes that the
answer is "yejs."
(inv. Frear is cautious.
He does
not express this belief In so many
words.
Nevertheless he answers the
question In language which can be
interpreted in only one way.
The question, Just as it is put down
above, was put to Gov. Frear the day
before he left California for Washing,
ton to attend Ronserelt's conference
of governors. Frear was at the home
of his father, Rev. Walter Frear of
Oakland.
"My
position," he said
official
slowly, "renders It Impossible for me
to answer you."
There was something Intangible In
his tone that gave the Impression that
his words were not final. Presently
he continued:
"If you should ask me," he jcild,
"whether our Pacilic domain is adequately protected, I should answer,
decidedly, no.
"Adequate protection means an
adequate fleet, and adequite fortifications and naval facilities both on the
Islands and along the coast. They
are lacking.
"Hawaii should be protected first.
In the struggle which is certain to
come, whether that struggle be In
peace, or war, Hawaii will be the
strategic point. Hawaii needs protection for her own benefit, to be sure,
but this is a matter of small moment
as compared to the benefit of the
mainland.
"I'nder present conditions no fleet
can come from the other side to our
Pacific coast end do effective work
without stopping at Hawaii. If the
islands are not protected, the first
move of an enemy would be to take
possession of Hawaii not only in order to destroy American commerce,
hut to secure a base for attack on the
mainland.
It Is not only for us to
guard against such a seizure, but we
must hold the Islands as a base for
ourselves.
"Hawaii differs from any Island or
group of Islands In the Atlantic.
There are many Islands In the Atlantic. If one Is seized others remain
to be used as bases for nations that
may be involved In war. But In case
of war on the Pacific, If the United
States has Hawaii that ends It. If
any enemy wrests Hawaii from us
that also ends it.
"The establishment of a great naval base at Pearl harbor
will be a
great step forward. Rut there Is still
more to be done. Both Pearl harbor
and Honolulu must be fortified. Means
of either preventing landing on the
north side of the island or of preventing passage of troops Inland,
must be supplied. Then the entire
Pacific coast should be equally well
protected.
Meanwhile if we are to
have an adequate navy, a large fleet
should constantly be maintained In
Pacific waters."
"All this," was
suggested. "Is to
guard against peril from without. Is
it not true" that Hawaii faces great
peril from within, from the secret or.
ganlzing of Japanese horoes already
on the Islands?"
Gov. Frear smiled. "You are asking me your first question again and
again. I must decline to answer.
"I will say this, however: There
are six times a.s many Japanese in
Hawaii as there are whites, outside of
Portuguese and
Knglish, Germans, Portuguese, Spin-IsHawaiian and part Hawaiian
slightly outnumber the Japanese, hut
wlih a smaller proportion of adult
males.
Hawaii lies alone, 2100 miles
from the Pacific coast. If war should
come suddenly you or I can surmise
what would happen within our Isolated possessions.
"We must have a large fleet always
on the Pacific. The certain
eirly
completion of the Panama canal, the
growing commercial activity around
the entire circle of the Pacific, many
conditions are hurrying us forward to
the day when the Pacific will be the
arena of a tremendous struggle for
naval and commercial supremacy.
"We must be prepared."
Spanish-American-
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at tier pariort
posite the Alva.-ad-o
and next door P
Sturgcf' cafe. Is prepared
to gm
thorough calp treatment,
do hU
dressing, treat corns, bullions and ingrowing nails.
She gives maj-- f
jeutrient ,nd manicuring
Mrs
Hambinl's own preparation if urn
piexlon cream builds up the sk ti an.
improves the cuti.pk-xiond U
guaranteed not to be Injurious
St.
also prepare. a hair tonic tha' ijui2
and prevents dandruff and hair fa.'
Ing out; restores life to
i
ha'r
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hulr.
Massage treatment by vibratoi
machines. For anv blemish of ,ft.
'ace call and consult Mn. Bambini
lind Attack of Dysentery C'ure.
"An honored citizen of this town
was sufTerlng from a nevere attack of
dysentery. He told a friend If he
could obtain a bottle of Chamberlain'
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy,
felt confident nf being cured, he having used this remedy In the west. He
was told that I kept It In stock and
lost no time In obtaining
It,
and
waa promptly
cured." eaya M. J.
Leach, druggist, of Wolcott, Vt. For
sale by all druggists.
Hair

Mm.

Drosw--
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Hamuiiii,

erving the natural appearmcj of the skin. These pores and gl.nu
re connected with tiny vcir.o z;ri arteries through which the- - roc-- :
mm the blood, the necessary nourishment and strength to'pie.. v
.ieir healthy condition, and enah!j them to perform litis drty.
So long as the blood is pure and rich the skin wi.l le free I'r
ruption or disease, but when the circulation becomes infected v
ck.s and humors its nourishing ,nd healthful properties are los:.
.s acrid, humor-lade- n
condition causes irritation and inflammation
he delicate tissues and fibres of the pores and glands, and the effect
hown in licema. Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, or some other distressing
skin disease.
These humors get into the
lood through a deranged or inactive
ECZtMAIORl Y YkARS.
mndition of the system.
Those
I wa it to tell yt u the great
I received fro. the use f
'embers whose duty it is to collect
8.
S.
S. I am now " 5 years old
.nd expel tne refuse matter of ilie
h
and id, suffered w ..h F:7mi
ody fail to properly do their work,
for forty years, and could id
i id this surplus or waste matter is
nothing to euro me until I ti 'd
8. 3. S. I
interne.
i
j ft in tiie
to sour and
the itchiur ai. : rnrr'ng;
tind b: a'.i;', irbed info the
puBtaiea would form i:r- 'lood.
T!:vre are also certain
wh.i li there flowe n Hek',
fie Id; crusts would com" on the
thcr ' uiiiors which wet into the
kin, and when scratched off,
iond f:jm without.
The juice or
tlio skin was left at raw n a
iiilk from poisonous plants, such
piece of beof. I I'tfi'.i jj at, ny
is poi.von oak, poison ivy, neitle
the lo'g years I was aiili, ted,
but when I used 8. S. E. I found
".ish, etc., enters throi:gh the open
a perfect cure. a here has
ores of the skin and takes root in
never been any return of tho
he blood.
This causes a breaking
C. H. EVAK3.
trouble.
Stockholm, Nob.
ut which remains for a time and
hen disappears, but returns at
crtain seasons of each yevtr.
The cause of all skin troubles can be traced to some kind of humor
n tne blood.
Smooth, healthy skins are only possible where the circu- .'io'i is pure; and therefore the cure of any skin a Teciion can onlv
jii.e through a thorough cleansing of this vitul fluid. Salves, washes,
tio:;s, etc., are valuable only for their ability to keep the skin clean,
lay the itching, and tend to reduce inflammation; they cannot corrcv:
ie trouble because they do not reach the b'ood.
S. S. S. cures skin diseases of every character and kind, because it
nii ilUs the blood. It goes down into the circulation and rernov.s the
luinors that are causing the trouble, builds up the weak, acrid
od.
and completely cure:
lZczcma, Acne, Tetter.
Salt Rheum, Poisoi
Oak, Poison Ivy, a:,
all eruptions and cl'
eases o f t h e skin.
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When

PURELY

S. S. S.
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healthful blood, and comlort is given to
skins.
Special book on Skin Diseases and any medical advice free.
S. S. S. is for sale at all drug s'oires.
TES SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
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WHILE BARBER SHAVES
HaJf Hour Kacli Day the President la
ijuiet arid Hoars How Tlung-Are Going.
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photograph of a squadron of battle
ships. At the far end of the room a
window looks out on T. R.'a tennis
courL
At this window Is a low-se- t,
leather
upholstered chair. Against the wall
at one side is a writing desk. At the
other side of the chair is a table with
a
plant In a squat Jar on
top.
Beside the Jar Is a long, narrow
satchel, such as piano tuners and
doctors carry. This holds the raiors,
brushes and aoaD.
The messenger barber brings the
satchel with him before the hour, and
leaves it on the table. Then he goes
and sits down to think what an awful weight of Important secrets would
be upon him if he paid any attention
to w hat he heard when he shaved
T. R.
When the time for shaving arrives
the low, leather covered chair Is
pulled out from the wall. A neat foot
rest of two steps Is produced from
under the writing desk, and Is set In
front ot the chair.
T. R. takes his place.
Then comes Taft and pulls up another chair alongside.
When Taft Is away Roosevelt often
receives others In the shaving period.
Sometimes it is Hon. Jimmy Oarfleld,
he of the classic brow.
When Taft attends the 'oarbering
and the progress of Tafts campaign
is talked over, the shaving often takes
longer than a half hour.
Then Taft and T. R. come out together. T. R., released from the lather enforced silence, makes up by
talking fast.

"

the extent of J173.000
Probably the greatest part of the
saving done was In transoortatlon
charges. These for March were but
28 per cent of the gross earnings.
It
Is evident that the road Is going to be
able to close Its fiscal year with a
surplus of $1,000,000 or thereabouts,
after paying dividends on all Us stdck
at the established rates.
NATIONAL

fat-leaf-

15,000.
To these more than 25,009 persons
the March statement of earnings of
the road couid not fall to give con-- I
''action' inasmuch as it
i.lcrable

--

showed that a though gross earnings'
fell off to the extent of 9 ,000,00k.
operating expi s
had been got
In
well
hand that net earning'
showed a decrease of only $278,5Sr,.l
In January th. re wa4 a decrease of
nearly $500, OuO, while at the same
time operating expense! Increased to
1

n.-c-
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EDUCATIONAL

ASSOCIATION MEETING

Lightning

Cleveland Will Entertain forty-sixt- h
Annual Convention and Attendance romiMa to be I .urge.
Cleveland,

May

13.

annual convention

The

Hay Presses
C n.

uci

J..

f)

AtTdu- j-

Korty-Blxt- h

of the National Educational association will be
held this year at Cleveland from
June 29 to July 3. Reduced rates
have been arranged by roads In all
parts of the country so that the attendance Is expected to be large. Interesting programs have been prepared for each
of the convention.
Provisions are being made by the
citizens of Cleveland for the entertainment of the largest attendance In
the history of the association. The
Cleveland convention will be the first
convention of the second half century
of tha association's history, and will
be the fiftieth anniversary of the first
convention, after organization
In
1857, which was held In Cincinnati In
lSfii, at which the attendance was
only 7.1. It Is noteworthy that at a
convention ln Cleveland In 1870, at
which the attendance was 170, the
association was reorganized and enlarged from the National Teachers'
association to the National Educational association, with provision for
Including In the membership all citizens connected with or Interested in
educational affairs At that meeting,
the department form of organization
wa.j adopted and four departments
admitted. At Cleveland next4month
there will oe twenty-on- e
departments
covering every phase of educational
permanent
a
work, with
active membership of more than 5,000 of the
leading educators of the country, and
an associate- membership of 30.00') or
mora.
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DON'T BE TOO FAT

MADE

OILED SUITS. SLICKERS
AND HATS
Every garment guaranteed
Clean Light Durable

,
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Washington, May 13. The nursery
Taft's boom for the presidential
nomination is a room In the executive offices on
the White House
grounds, where President T. R. Is
shavid each work day.
Here, when the boom was a green
and tender thing,
Its first young
shoots pushed to the light. Here it
was coaxed to sturdier growth. Here
now, in full blossom, it la talked over
and admired.
Frank Hitchcock Is the official and
T. R. the unofficial manager of the
Taft boom. The president, at these
talks with the candidate, is in a barber chair.
A certain
White House messenger
wields the razor and lather brush.
It's the only part of the day when
official business does not claim all of
Roosevelt's time.
It Is Taft's one
chance to do most of the talking.
Kven then the barber
must be
watchful, and quick to snatch away
the brush or blade. When T. R.
wants to talk he sometimes forgets
he i.s being shaved.
If the barber's
hand had not a gambler's qulrknes
the president would have the lather
brush in his eye as often as he has
it in bis mouth.
The shaving of the president and
the midday cultivation of the boom
of Taft starts at 1 p. m. and lasts SANTA fE RAILROAD
a half hour.
Taft. when he'a In Washington,
IS PROSPEROUS
often sees the president several time
in the morning.
Hut T. R. has many
things on his mind then and no leisure. For an hour or longer after Ijow In I la rnings lias luvn Small
ami
11:30. liis outer office Is filled with
Stockholders Have IH'cn (.rctit-- I
nun who have appointments.
ly IiicruuM-ri- .
1
At the
o'clock shaving time
comes the first respite. The room in
which the president is shaved is a
Chicago. May 13. Transfer hooks
small, narrow one, between the president's office and that of Secretary of the Santa Fe road, available today,
Loeb.
show that that company has added
It Is used as an ante room to both the names of more than 5,000 shareoffices. On the wall Is a long framed holders to Its list during tho last y. ar,
t tie largest number In any one year
m the road's history, making the
total number in excess of 25,uuu. The
increase vv a.s more than 26 per cent.
The greatest increase was In the
FOR
of common stockholders,
number
wheh not far from doubled during
SERVICE the
year. February 1, last, dividends
were paid to I ..!." holders of prc-f- .
and guaranteed
absolutely
rr. d stock, a, id since that time the
number lias increased to more than
WATERPROOF
of

7,

little want ad, day by day,
Does the work you draw tht pay.
It sees the peope you don't know,
And helps you make your business grow.

heated circulation.

ROOSEVELT
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ha

;very symptom passes away, the skin is again nourished with rien
disease-torture-
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driven the humor fror
the blood, and coole.'
and cleansed the acid
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and WALTER A. WOOD

MOWERS

We are the Farm Machinery People and sell every
thing from a Garden Hoe to a Threshing Machine

J. Korber
UL.U

tit.LAAilL.-H-

& Co.

.

212 North
Second Street
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries th

I
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largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Oreceriaa
the Southwest.

La

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALEUQUERQUB. N.

M

EE COMFORTABLE
If you're too fat Just say to the
druggist the magic word "Marmola."
'1'ake some and watch yourself grow
slighter and si ghter until you are
comfortably thin. Then tell other fat
folks about It. It's a good thing to
Vj ounce
remember the prescription:
ounce Kiull Extract
M.nnmla,
'i
(.'aseara Aromatic, and 3'i ounces
Syrup Simplex, do.se, one t. apo.niful
after minis and before bedtime.
While you're taking Marmola you can
eat and drink as much as you like,
do H4 lilt., as von ul.h In tfic.
na
of w ork or exercise, but you'll keep
on getting thin until you stop taking
he medicine.
I

Montezuma Grocery
.COPPER and

Imported

and

Domestic

J

&

Liquor Co.

HIRDJ

Groceries

and

Liquors

l'ure Lucca Olive Oil a Specialty, Liquor by the
Glass or Gallon, Heer by the Kottte or Case, FamilyJ
Trade Solicited

j

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Call, Phone or Send for Solicitor.

Phone 1029
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PRESIDENT

ROOSEVELT

OPENS

Butternut Bread

for Decoration Day

Flowers

Insist on

AND

GOVERNORS

FULTON'S GO CARTS

Spt-ngu-

Look (or the Label

(Continued From Page One.)

FRESH FLOWERS PACKED IN LIGHT PASTEBOARD BOXES
I'asli w ilh order or will be shipped C O. 1),
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ally, all that we can do Is to try to
see that tiny are wisely used. The
exhaustion is certain to come in time.
The second class of resources conof those which can not only
sist
Every Morning at 7J
IEOIlE YOURSELF.
of navigable rivers are all promoted
be used In such manner as to leave by
a policy of forust conservaO'clock.
them undiminished for our children, tion.such
The OpiMirtunlty Is Here, Bucked by
but can actually be Improved by wise
the
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that
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remember
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Finally,
wateruse. The soil, the forests, the
resources,
natural
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of
conservation
dealIn
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though the gravest problem of today,
ing with mineral resources, man Is Is
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safety and
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continuance
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Phone 597
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and
nation
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ply their benefits.
give them.
I never placed much
In their several spheres, to the highNeither the primitive man nor the est pitch of excellence In private, faith :n patent medicines, but I can
to
pioneer was aware of any duty
state and national life, and to do this say 1 have derived more benefit from
posterity in dealing with the renew- because It is the first of all the duties Doan's Kidney Pills than from any
able resources. When the American of true patriotism, then and not till other remedy. Several years ago 1
settler felled the foreHta he felt that then the future of this nation, in began to notice Indications of kidney
there was plenty of forest left for the quality and In time, will be assured.
complaint and my condition reached
sons who came after him. When he
speech occupied the state where I was an almost
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the soil of his farm he felt about ten minutes and he- was fresufferer from pain in my back
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another.
and cheers. When he finished he isted with the kidney secretions. On
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h
mediate successors. When the
suggested a committee on resolutions one occasion the kidney secretions
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(La.) stopped altogether and 1 had to have
composed of Gov. Blunt-harthe neighboring river, he thought only Fort, (N. J.), Cutler (Utah) Davidson a physician draw It from me. At
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tion was taken and the session ad made the pain In my back beyond
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states to permit any further cutting
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of Maine const. lute the larger part " WHO
atep. The very cutest. Call at the her wealth and form the basis of her
Knows how to do Electro-Benzo- l
cleaning that leaves a finish and
Whltson Music Co.'s store. Mr. Whit- - industrial life, and the question subas
son will be pleased to play it for you. mitted by the Maine senate lo the
to the garment that no
No
New stock of sheet music Just re- supreme court aliku bear testimony
other process can produce?
one within a thousand miles but
ceived.
to the wisdom of the people of Maine,
THE BROWNS.
and clearly define a policy of conservation of natural resources, the WHO
Is
Deni't cut prices, but does the work
of vual importadopiion of which
BL'WANEE ARTESIAN LAMM.
better than tne other fellows?
ance not merely to Maine but to
country.
THE BROWNS.
I have opened an office at Su- all.
show
preserve
soli, for- WHO
Such a policy will
wanee, N. M., for the purpose of
Docs the cleaning and repairing at
ests, water power as a heritage for
aiding land seekers in locating
Brtwni, iltphant
CIS 14 W. Sliver avenue, open day
the children and the children's chilhomesteads and desert land en- rays, shadow stripes,
THE BROWNS.
and night?
dren of the men and women of this
tries. I have conveyances and
generation, for any enactment ihut
"Nuff Bed."
Stom blut and Scttch
am prepared to show patrons
provides for the wise utilization of
Goods called for and delivered.
Can
ove-the- - lands at any time.
ifftcts. Sitts U 38.
clothes bought and sold.
the forests, whether in public or prifurnish ail information concern- conservaPhone 4S1.
vate ownership, and for the
ing land entries of all kinds.
tion of the water resource of the
Wire requests for services via
KOU;il DRY.
legislacountry, must necessarily be
Laguna. Agent for 8. F. P. R. R.
tion that will promute both private
R. G. MARMON,
lands.
you
know
Do
what thu men
and public welfare; for flood preven- not ask our drivers
Civil Engineer; County Surveyor
to explain It
tion, water power development, presyou.
of Valencia County.
Fine Clothing and Furnishings
ervation of the soil and improvement
IMPERIAL LAl'NDKY.

SECOND AND COPPER

STRONG BLOCK
004B04sx34ft34K34ft3s
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Refrigerators

High Grade

'

FOR 1908

French Bakery

system of refrigeration and most
Finest automatic dry-a- ir
reliable, practical, medium priced refrigerators on the market

l

White Frost

White Frost

TheLa'est

Come to our store and let us show you the very latest and
without doubt the most elegant, serviceable, economical and
sanitary Automatic Refrigerator 011 the market.
All sizes. Prices right.

MALOY'S

con-stu-

THE HAIIY ALONG

I3RIXCJ

..F. II. STRONG..

Armacost Nurseries, Ocean Park, CaL

Hot Rolls

.1

A NEW LOT OF

--

OE

J,

JUST RECEIVED

Carnations, tic. per doz. ; $1.50 per too; $7. 50 per thousand.
Calla Lillies, 50c. per dozen; $3.00 per 100.
Marguerites, $1. 00 per loo.
Ro.ses, 50c. 75c. per doz.
Asparagus Pluu osus Sprays, $1.00 per loo.
Asparagus l'lumo.-u- s Strings, 8 ft., 50c. each.
i
Sprays. $1.00 per loo.
Asparagus

CONFERENCE

MAT

nt

-

T

Motion

White Mountain Ice Cream Freezers

soli-wus-

Everything in the Hardware Line.
Farm Implements of All Descriptions.
General Agents Studebaker Vehicles.

ROLLER SKATES

J

ALL SIZES.

JUST RECEIVED.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

ex-ha-

j

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

G

STARTLES

HORSE

MALOY'S

02-c-

inci-caiiti-

--

8c.

THEATER

hie-ag-

AT 8 O'CLOCK

&

Admission

grts
SBH'SS'

cents

Excursions

MOINTEZIIMA TRUST CO.

OCCUPANTS

mm

.

ri

Aerdome

SALOON

U
Keep ut
Running Away It
or Saloon, Hut ItH l'Vet Slls'(l
anil it Kan Into Flute-(las- t
Window.
The crash of breaking glass nnel
the spectacle of a frightened horse
gallop. ng east on Central avenue on
the cement pavement in front of the
White Elephant and St. Elmo saloons
startled pedestrians In the vicinity
of Central avenue and Second street
at 5:30 o'clock last evening. The
horse was one of the splendid black
team owned by W. L. Trimble & Co.,
which has been admired by every
one In the city. Its mate died of lock
jaw recently and since that time, it,
I. as been
fractious and inconsolable-Yesterday evening It broke away
Inim stable hands at the Second
street stable of W. L. Trimble & Co..
unci with a wagon tongue dangling at
street.
its side, ran south on
It ran str iiglr. at the front deior of
the White Elephant saloon. As it
li
the sidewalk It seemed to
'ange- - its mind about going intei the
While Elephant and tried to turn.
sidewalk was too
Inn theami .1
for its rough snon
run its head into the large plate
glus.. The re was a crash anil a
'rumble. The animal soon regalne-east on Central
i.s feet and
venue-having a trail of blood beSharp piee es of glass piere ed
hind
thai
horse's head an-- ' it is
Ti-ltt-

M LBUQUERQUm

capital and surplus, $tou.ooo

INTEREST

I

See-un-

i

i

11

NFW MKXIGO

j

ALLOWED

ON

DEPOSITS

First Rationall
Bank

I
tt

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

,

it will die.

OeW:tis Little fiarly misers are
small, safe, sure and gentle little pills.
Sold by ,T. H. O'Rlelly Co.

Capital ana
Surplus

United States
Depository

$250,000

s;

Wl DATTFDnW
in I LltJUll
TELEPHOHK 87
I

need .to

There's really
something to
that's
exclusive.

Other

models just
tive.

e

Glad to

them

0

0

M. Mandell,

JIl-JI-

I'.CII

!U;

FOR OI. I

.U.K.

Children, even more so than their
elders, need food that contains bruin,
iioiie- and
elements. No
tooel ha these In such quantity and
ou:ili:y ;is good, sound, wholesome-or- .
tin

ail- -

kind

we

bake.

If

Pioneer Bakery,
207 South First St.

Crystal Theater
lMCTYUWi
MOVlMi
LVITXT
l ILLl'STILVrKIt SONUS.
eery afternoon. LaMatine-Tuesday
dles' souvenir nun iiu-e

c

afu-nionn-

;

A

CHANCE

RIO

GRANDE LUMBbK

Phone 8.

Cor. 3rd and

CO.

tUrq.etti

you

don't know our bread, try a loaf today.
It is o much better than the
orilinary sort.

ami
It)

STABLE

SHvr Aveou
Albuquerque, M. M.
West

J

To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from jur oil
mills located In the best body of
timber In New Mexico
A large stock
dry spruce
of
dimension on Hand. Why not buy
the best when It Is just a cheap T
It will pay you to look Inti this.

a

swell; plenty
more conserva-

LIVERY AND BOARDING

GIVE US

.

r

SAVINGS

uiIiiiIhhIimi

ami a souvnilr without
prize
Children's
every Saturday; It) cents
iiuiliiu-with a gift thrown In.
t'ONTIX IOCS PKUIX)U.MANt 10
AT NIGHT, STAHT1NU AT 8.
it-n-

Prices 10 and 20 cts.

oricK roit

tiik flkoiiask ok;

HIllCR.

P.MATTEUCCI

Notice is hereby given ttiat seaiea
MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND
bids will be received for the making
be
to
brick,
300.000
burning
of
and
CHILDREN'S SHOES....
made and burned on ethe grounds of
Kine
A Specialty.
Colle-gAgriculof
Mexico
New
the
103 NORTH FIRST STREET
ture and Mechanic Arts. Bids to be
received v the Hoard of Regents up
to 10 o'clock a. m., Tuesday, May
26th, 190S. All bids must be accomTHIRD
panied by certllied check for $100.
The party whose bid i accepted will
be required to furnish bond for tne
faithful performance of his contract.
Mark all bids "Bids for Brick."
All Kind of Freflb and Salt Ma
The right Is reserved to reject any
sleaui Sausewre Factory.
and all bids. Address Board of ReEM1L K LI EN WORT
gents, A. & M. college. Agricultural Masonic building. North Third Rtrw

STREET

Moat Market

College, N. M.

II. E. McBRIDE,

V. B. MAT,

Secretary and Treasurer.

President.

Highland Livery

HAM BROOK BROS.
Are you ooing for owteTBingf Reof Tht Flume 66.
member the want columns
Ill John M,
your
especlai
horses a specialty.
Saddle
are
for
Evening Cltlien
benefit It talks to the people and drivers In the city. Proprietors mi
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
mey talk to yon.

Bi

WEDNESDAY, MAY

1.-MA-

v

.

A

turn"

BRUCE GOES FREE

RECEIVED

JUST

.-

M

-

bigamy

CHARGE

QUE CITIZEN.

pagk rirm

DIM) CONCERT
' PLEASED

FLAMES DESTROY

AUDIENCE

BLOCK

AT CLOVIS

Japanese, China and

iijkI

HhpT
Amonrnn
llllkl IVUII I lUVIIIItM

MATTINGS
.7r.
m

if-i-

-

-, .

II
i

by the Yard and in Rugs in

New Designs
Art Squares
....and Carpets....

full line of

1

prices

Cash or Payments

Right

Futrcllc Furniture Co.

west End viaduct

REASONS WHY
YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

Occidental Life Insurance Co.
Of New Mexico and Arizona
It is a home industry.
It keeps the mone at home and makes it available to pro- mote local enterprises
It wrote more business the first year than wasexpected.
It has paid all of its obligation.
It is an Old Line Legal Reserve Company.
It writes the standard policies established by the Laws of
New York, the most exacting ever enacted.

tJ

J H.O'Rielly,

Joshua S. Raynolds,

Sec'y and Gen. Mgr.

President.

HOTELS AND RESORTS
For in formal ion concerning- any of the places advertised in this col mini and for descriptive literature,
rail at The Citien office or write to the Advertising
Manager. All(uUeriiie t'itien. AlliiKnierque, N. M.

ItlMIM HOT Si'RIM.S HOTEL. 1.m Ansclc. The most curative treatment tor i ln'uni.,tini.
M'iiery. cool ocean breeze. Hot Springs
water In c. rs room, no noise, no dnt. no lips. Street cur to door. Pamphlet
t
n office or
writing Dr. (;. V. Tain-- . .Medical Supt.
1

AGNEW JAMTAIJIUM AND HOSPITAL
ix sax mt:;o,
Han

offers at
and
Us even

soitiiern California.

ami best equipped t stabl'shment of Its kind In the west,
ia))le rates accommodations which are superior in every respect
:)ie oinforts and luxuries! of the home.
San Diego is noted for
ate the year around.
Wriie for full particulars.

one.--t

'

V.:.

Paradise Valley Sanitarium
IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, F1VK MILKS FROM SAN DIEQO. A well
equipped medio. il and surgical establishment like BATTLE CREEK SANIAbsolutely th only sanitarium in Southern California having a
TARIUM.
cool summer climate; every day delightfully sunny; OVERLOOKING SAN
D1KGO HV AXD THE PACIFIC.
Write for booklet "B." H. W. Lindsay,
Mgr.. National City, California.

Refwnlshed

to

Tend

Remodeled

When in Los Angeles stop at the

U. S. HOTEL

(1ir

In

by the IWnt
.tall Mu1e IliptK
Singers of tlio 1ly. (.uve Uoo,

HUn of Accuwilioii

Yirt

DImiiiIkmcs

lnse.

Eugene ftruce escaped the charge
of bigamy brought against him Jointly by District Attorney Clancy and
Chief of Police McMlllin by proving
by a marriage at the county Jail that
he had Dot previously married Xellle
Kenkle and that he did not have two
wives prior to the time t;Mrs. Bruce
No. 1 secured her divorce the early
part of the present year. The marrying of Nellie Kenkle seems to also
clear Mruce of any other crime which
might be brought against him for
living with her prior to the marriage
performed Monday at the county Jail.
When rut on the witness stand yesterday 'n Judge Craig's court, Mrs.
Bru:
No. 2 testified that the story
she told the police Saturday to the
effect that she wan then the wife of
Bruce and that they had been' married at Wlnslow, Arizona, by a Catholic priest was not true.
The woman was very much confused apparently and gave her answers in monosyllables. She denied
the story she told the police in every
particular.
The court did not ask
her why she had lied on Saturday.
Judge Craig even refused to hear further testimony from her.
The woman, according to the affidavit she made when securing a license to marry Bruce, was horn In
Europe and Is 22 years old. It Is
believed that she cannot read English. Mrs. Bruce was brought to court
In the city buggy and when she had
finished testifying she was asked if
she would like to be taken home. She
said that she did not know. Bruce,
who was sitting nearby
said "Yes,
dear you better go home." The woman
looked at him and rose to go.
Another human Interest feature of
the trial was the entrance
to the
court room of Mrs. Bruce No. 1,
who was divorced from the
Fe brakeman last spring. Mrs. Bruce
Is a bright little woman of pleasing
appearance.
She entered the court
room smiling and was accompanied
by her little daughter. She was not
asked to testify, however, owing to
the attorney for the defendant admitting the time of her divorce froir
Bruce, which she had been summoned to prove.
She only remained in
the court room for a moment. The
little girl looked ..it the prisoner, who
seemed to be trying to catch her at.
tentlon. Bruce said "Hello, little
girl," and the child smiled back and
turned to her mother and left the
court room.
The other witnesses, who testified
at the trial yesterday afternoon were
several woman who had seen Bruce
and Xellle Kenkle. living together
prior to being married, and Chief of
Police McMlllin and Assistant Chief
Harry Cooper. Both of these testified as to the story told on Saturday
by Xellle Kenkle about the mythical
marriage, which was supposed to
have taken place at Wlnslow.
While the court was in session but
while the prisoner and his counsel
were on the outside. Cade Selvy, of
the secret service department of the
Sinta Fe. who was waiting to serve
another warrant on Bruce, charging
him with larceny, said thut Nellie
Kenkle formerly worked for the Harvey company at Scllgmun and showed
employ
of the company there a
piece of paper, which she "aid wn
lier muilane cert iiicnle. She Is said
to have told employes there that she
and liruce were married.
She was
told there that the paper she had wns
not a marriage license.
After taking the evidence In the
bigamy case under advisement over
night. Judge Craig this morning dismissed both the big. l my case and the
harge of vagrancy. Bruc e was released from jail this afternoon on
a bond of $200. to await trial on the
charge of larceny.
(

JOHN 0. ALTHOUSE

168 N. Main St , Los Angeles, Cal.
From S.

P. Depot take EUROPEAN PLAN SO'. UP
Mrooklvn Air. ( 'ars;
Restaurant Connected
from Salt Lake and
Santa Fe Mi pots take
First St.eiirsio Main, Special Rates by the Week

then one block north.

LAS CRUCES WOMEN

HoteDclaney

WORK

iield. The usual wethodTof pi eduieby su chan organization Is to meet organize and proceed to have as good a

TICKtTS SOLD AT
W. L TRIMBLE'S

LOS ANGELES

John

S. Mitchell

TWO NEW ELEVATORS

NEW FURNITURE
NEW PLUMBING
Fifty Thousand Dollars Worth of Improvements made thin season for ihe
Convenience, Comfort and Safety of our (Juests.l
riRE-PROOriN- C

Headquarters for New Mexico
All Electric Cars to Mountain and Heach Resorts stop

cars to and from all railway

dcots.

the

- Lis
associa-

la.-

PHONE 473

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
NEW

Met wnii

Urciik fast. Lunch and Dinner served

Staye line from liernalillo
to .lemez Hoi Springs in
s Her- one day. Staye
nalillo Tuesday - Saturday

A. C. Bilicke

Concerts and
Their Kllorts

Las Cruces,
May
has an improvement

deserves the first medal against the

ORIGINAL

Yop.

a oil

tion that really improves and as such

BATH HOUSES

OTERO.

Itund

N. U.,

JBffZ HOT SPRINGS

A. .1.

Sunday

IMPROVEMENTS

.

iSTONEHOTEL

EOT

FOR

sired.--, sprinkled
Will

Transient Metis, JSo
Regular Board, 98 per week

Cor. 5th St. and Central Ave.

Hollenbeck Cafe

u

at our door. Direct

more popular than ever.

els for 1908 are

in. The largest
variety to select
from. See the
new Fulton and

J

w

st.ov

Alwin collapsible

lu

cartsjust the
proper style for

ron use.

summer.

'

'"".

theater.

ALBERT FABER
.

H. COX, The

PLUMBING,

?g

Plumber

HEATING, GAS AND STEAM FITTING

Climax Garden Hose, guaranteed the most durable.
Latest things in Enatnel Bathroom Fixtures. . . .

Phone 1020
Vlto-Path- lc

401 West Central Ave.

and Clairvoyant Physicians

Student Ilody Wrought Vp Over
You need our help; you need It today. This means you. One interview!,
Klcvtion or I Alitor In Chief for
'
will convince you that we can do all and more than w claim.
Paper.
School
RIPLEY WON'T DISCUSS
We give accurate land truthful advice upon all affairs of life, love, law,
marriage, In fact,
that makes life sad and gloomy for you we can change
Agricultural College, N. M., May for the better. Noallmatter
whether It be mental or physical. No medicine.
Hy
13.
75
100
vote
to
a
of
the
REPORTED CHANGE
llTniMinntly IsToated at the Grant lints. 30314 W. t'ciuriU Ave, Office)
body adopted the minutes of 2, 5, A. and It. Hours,
0:30 to 5:30; Sunday, II to 2.
the previous meeting at a called
meeting held ln the basement of the
Santa I'c President JK" Through on main building Monday during the
Way I'mM hut Has Nothing lo
noon period.
Full Sot of Teeth
Suy AImmiI Humor That
This meeting was called to settle Gold Filling
$1.50 ap
.Morton Will Succeed
the dispute as to the election of edi- Gold Crowns
Him.
You need less money to do your
tor ln chief for the "Round Up," the
shopping this week than ever before,
college weekly, for next year. At the Pain low Extracting .... Mr
N
A
TEED,
ALL WORK t.TJ A It
to do your trading at the Cash Buyers
President K. P. Ripley of the Santa reguhir election, which was held
I'nlon, Compare these prices:
Fe passed through the city last night Wednesday, April 29, J. Leroy Prltch- in his private car attached to train flrd was declared elected over Henry
A nice Vicl Kid Oxford for laNo. 8, from Santa BkVbaia, Calif., Cowan.
dles ..
of
Cowan
Jl.jrs
The friends
A guaranteed
where he spent the greater part of claimed that proxies had been voted
Patent Leather
the winter ami spring, to his head- against him. which was contrary to
$3.60 Oxford for
$.&
quarters in Chicago. Mt. Ripley was the constitution of the publixhlng
Boys' $1.75 extra
well
made
box calf
here by A. U. Wells, sooiatlon. They protested aga nst the
$1.40
general manager of the Santa Fe election of Pritchard and made an
Men's solid leather oak sole
DUS. COPP and PETTIT.
coast lines, and I. L. Hibbard, super- effort to huve the matter laid before ROOM 13. N T. AAMIJO BUM,
$2.50 shoes .,.
$1.
lntendint of the const lines.
Men's Black Saieen well made"
a committee of five Las Crucca
Mr. Ripley refused to discuss yers to decide o,i the legality of the
and full size shirts
60
the story circulated to the effect that proxies. This plan was not agreed
Men's well made 60c. work shirts 4
.Morton,
recently elected to the upon and Jesse Mundell, president of
Paul
quality granite wash basin 1
directorate of the road, was soon to the student body, called the meeting
Glass tumbler regular 5c quality
succeed him as president of the Santa Monday to settle the question.
two for
o
Fe, the indications are that the story
ani25c Imitation cut glass sugar
one hundred and seventy-fiv- e
ls true.
His
Mr. Ripley is fast aging.
in
the
418 NORTH SECOND ST.
bowl
mated politicians gathered
it
sojourn in California proved of little basement of McFie hall to attend the
Very fine 35c M. F. J. coffee.... 25o
471.
Phone
night
he meeting and, if possible, settle the
benefit.
When Seen last
High grade English breakfast
showed some improvement over his much discussed question of whether
tea
J 5c
appearance when lie passed through the proxies should be counted. The
Six bars Lenox soap
2 to
Motion
Pictures
California,
to
going
here
and seemed minutes of the previous meeting were
And hundreds of other bargain
M
Illustrated Songs
cheerful and said thut he was in ex- - read by Secretary Alleman. and Pre- 122 North Second street Mall order
of
as
ci llent health.
The duties
head
idem Mundell asked If there were any
solicited.
a bis railroad system are telling on objections to the minutes as read.
CASH BUYERS' UNION
up
opened
his physical condition materially.
This
the fireworks and
Pictures: The Scullion's Dream
The conference of Santa Fe offi- Henry was tne first rocket to go off
122 North Second
cials, which was held on the Santa In a burst of oratorical red fire. He
Christmas scene.
WM.
DO LOB, Prop.
yesterday on hoard a train closed by making a motion that the
Fe cut-oSongs: "Dolly Dear," "Flower
of special cars, is said to have to do minutes be declared Illegal as prox- Outside the Cafe."
with tin- taking over of the New Mex- les had been voted against the proby the trat'th- deico Eastern July
visions of the constitution
F.
partment of the load. So far the
Iiefore this motion or any other
10c.
GENERAL
ADMISSION
n
1.1
on
running
Wcddcll,
have
the
put,
the
con
trains
he
oni' of
DEVOES READY PAINT
RESERVED SEATS 20c.
been in charge of the construction Cowan leaders, read an opinion of
One Gallon Covers 000 Square Fevi,
-PALMETTO ROOK PAINT
department, J. V. Keys superlntend- - W. A. Sutherland on the legal phase
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Year.
ent. When the traftlc department of the question. A standing vote was
Malintes, 3. p. m. Wednesday. Sat
takes over the new road Superintend- - taken, it being necessary for the stu-eurday, Sunday.
of
the Rio dents to sit 011 the floor to determine
Frank L. Myers
408 Watt Railroad Avenue
Grande division will be in dlrec who was voting for and against the
president
had
charge of It.
If
EVCNiNOa
the
motion. After
Among the officials taking part In counted the votes from his point of
the conference were Oeneral Manager vantage on a chair, he declared the
Hurley, local superintendents and sev- - motion lost by a vote of 10u to 75.
eral officials of the freight and pas-- 1
motion was tnen made by one of
AMERICAN BLOCK.
Senger departments.
the Pritchard politicians that the
OERRILI1O8 LCWA
B. H. Briggs & Co.
The journeying to Topi ka Just now minutes be adopted as read. This
is believed to have to do with the started the shooting crackers going
installing of service on the New Mex- - again and everyone in the room tried
Furnace,
loo Kustern also.
to talk at 01.ee but the girls, who only
r1
Mlze4.
giggled, before the question was put.
Wl
VS'eddi II gave notice that he wished to
CLEAN UAH COKE.
WANTED TO SKATE
register an objection to the whole af8MITH1NO COAL.
NATIVE KINDLIlfCJ,
fair as being contrary to the consti- ALVARADO
PHARMACY
FOR CASU ONLY.
tution. The vote showed the same
ON CEMENT SIDEWALK results as on ttie first ballot, the mln- Comer Gold A.8. and 1st St.
Tt tiA.
mlolited.
llle Iteini?
ling time for the afternoon classes to
""' ',
HIGHLAND PHARMACY
TELEPHONE SI.
Chief MeMIIIrn Itcllcvl Hoy's Anxiety 'commence, the meeting was then ad
journed.
Although It Wa-- s Ne!Kury lo
Occidental Building
that the
The Cuwan men
Interrupt Ouirt to Do So.
H,
meeting Monday does not end the affair by any means, and that they In- Bring Us Your Prescriptions
A tow- headed youth poked his head tend to carry It to thu faculty comInto police court yesterday afternoon mittee on student affairs for final
and Inquired In a squeaky voice "Is settlement. J. L. Pritchard, who was
Mr. McMlllin ln?"
declared elected at the meeting April
"Yes." said the chief of police.
i'J, stated today that he would have
"Mr. McMlllin can I skate on the desired another election In order to ALBUQUERQUE PLANING Mill
PYrl
cement sidewalk down by my house." have the election settled without any
"Where do you live?"
differences. "Hut since this meeting THE OLDEST MUX IN TUB CIT
"Down on South Fourth street, has ratified the one at which 1 was
When ln need of saslu door, frame
near Coal avenue."
elected," he said, "I expect to go
"Yes," said the chief, "but don't ahead with my plans for getting out etc. Screen work a specialty. 4
get in anybody's way."
the paper next year. 1 expect to give South Fir street. Telephone '
The tow head withdrew and the every society and faction a square
isiurt resumed business.
deal and to see that every college
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO
comThe police have receive!
interest Is represented In the 'Round
plaints from one part of town about l.'p.' "
children skating on the sidewalks and
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
We Insist that our $65.00 typewrithave ordered It stopped. Probably no
TRANSFER KTAHLEK.
er Is the best value ever offered. If
action will be taken unless pedes-tnuii- you
have any doubts let us supply
complain.
you with a list of the satisfied users Horses and Mules Bougnt and B
cuanged.
here in Albuquerque they will tell
KNKIPP SAMTAItll'M.
2I56-UFirst Street, Suji Diego, Cal. you of the many superior features of BEST TOUItNOUTS IN THE CIt
We cure all diseases without drugs our famous $65.00 typewriter. Albubetween Central ai
querque Typewriter
Exchange, 21S Second Street
or operation.
Copper Avenue.
West
Central.
Booklet giving Information can be
had at offices of this paper or by
dood music and good singing (by
w rltlng-Our shoe polishes for black, white,
Mrs. Frank), good ice cream, cake russet, chocolate, blue or gray shoes
M. A. l.cein, Manager, Kuelpp Sanif
ami strawberries are to be had at are the best on the market They not
Cal.
tarium, .sail
the residence of Mrs. Louis Ilfeld, 701 only Improve the look of your loot-weyou want anytnlng on earTh. you
it get
West Copper avenue,
Wednesday
but make them last longer.
It through the wan: ejlumns
evening the 13th. If you fall to go Prtcea run from 10 to 25c C. May' can
Clulrvoyant Physician.
of The Evening Citizen.
We get
303 ',i Central Avenue.
shoe store, 114 West Central avenue.
Itoom 6., you miss a good time.
'

Btu-de- nt

$8

.

Less Money Needed

law-Whi- le

Colombo Theatre

.

ff

Thos.

Keleher

-

or Month

m erica n Plan

All the new mod-

Ua.-ter-

Want

'

The concert glvni at the Elks' theClovls. X. m My IS. Fire which
ater last night by the pupils of Frof.
IHMauro assisted by a number of local started at 1 o'clock Monday morning,
singers and musicians, did not attract and was evidently of ncendlary ori
a kirge audience, but those who at- gin, destroyed an entire block of
tended showed their appreciation of wooden buildings. The estimated loss
the work done by the young musi- Is $125,000. about 140,000 ot which
cians hy repeated and hearty ap- Is covered by Insurance.
plause.
Only the heroic struggle of citizens
The program consisted of fourteen saved the entire east side of town.
one
was
played In The citizens were aroused as soon as
numbers and each
a manner reflecting credit to both In. the fire wad discovered and Joined In
pupil,
where the per- - a fight to prevent the flames from
structor and
former whs of the embryo class, and spreading. They beat the flame with
the songs of Mrs. Frank and Miss El- - clothing and formed bucket brigades.
wood were musical treats. Mrs. Frank Many were burned but none seriously,
sang the "Magnetic Waltz" song by and after hours of fighting succeeded
Ardltl, In her usual winning way. and' in extinguishing the blaze and saving
responded to a slorm of applause the rest of the town,
with "Spring Song." Miss Elwoo, sur-- I
The fire started In the Elks' saloon
prised and charmed her hearers with nd consumed the following places of
'Agua"
drug
two
In Italian and buslneas:
Two saloons,
"Vtllanelle, Del
"Bon Jour" In French. Miss Elwood stores, two grocery stares, one hard-wa- s
ware store, one meat market, one
In fine voice and sang artistically
displaying a great fullness of notes, pool hall, a confectionery and a ressmooth and captivating as the French taurant.
sing.
The best yearling town ln the world
Miss Elwood finished her muYesterday
sical education In France, and her feels no discouragement.
singing last night shows the care the property owners held a conferwith which her voice has been train- ence and agreed to rebuild the entire
ed. The song ln Italian made a block at once, and to construct the
great hit with the Italian colony, buildings of brick. There Is no clue
to the incendiary.
many of whom were present.
The number meriting the greatest
Persons arriving from Clovls this
cretllf. however, was the wltrh song
broke
from "II Trovatore" hy Miss Lotatt, morning report the fire which
Monday destroyed
wllh a chorus of ten girls. Miss Lotntl, out at that place
who is hardly more than a child. all the frame buildings on the prinsang this most difficult selection In cipal block of the city. Two brick
standing on each cor
English without effort and with great
success. The audience was so well ner of the block, escaped. The losses
to thousands of dollars.
pleased
the song that It Insisted will amount
E. Brewer left here last night
with resounding and relentless ap- George
for Clovls to adjust losses for six
plause for a second appearance of companies.
the young singer.
The piano solo of Miss Heacock
was another number of the program POLITICAL WRANGLE
AT
eliciting great applause. In fact, all
the performers were given deserved
receptions. Prof. I'M Mauro's orchestra
AGRICULTURAL
SCHOOL
consisting of fifteen pleca was one of
the finest ever playing at the Elks'

I

i

Horoto Work of outsells Saved Part
of Town prom liumlng lrop-ert- )
ihvncr Will HibnUd
at Once,

Irogniin.

and Carriages

Go-Car- ts

a Fine Assortment of

Former llrakcman's Marriage

r

i

time socially as possible. But the
Women's Improvement Association of
Las Cruces has been sawing wood
ever aim e it was organized and It has
accomplished much good for the city
of crosses. Indeed it Is the boast of
the women that they have done more
for the town than the men.
Not satisfied with their past record
of efficiency the women are contemplating the revival of the Sunday afternoon band concerts in the park
during the summer. It is titling that
the concerts should be given in this
pretty little gar leu spot, for It was
due to the efforts of this same association that 'he park was made possible. A committee Is now at work
for the reorganization of
Ijs Crucc-- concert band and it thein
expected to have the conceits begin
by the first Sunday ln June.
Another good move on the part of
tho women composing the Improvement association Is to have the streets
of the town sprinkled and the dut
greatly reduced if not entirely eliminated on the down town streets.
There are no funds available at present In the town treasury to have the
streets sprinkled, arid the women pro.
pose to raise money by popular subscriptions to carry on the work.
letters have been written to n
number "t oil companies getting
prices on the cot of crude ol, and If
possible the main streets will be oiled
instead of sprinkled.
Black tennis oxfords with rubber

soles, best quality, all sizes, for men,

women and children.
run
Prices
from, f.Oo to 76c. C. May's Shoe
store, 314 Wet Central avenue.
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Everybody Got Theirs in Good Old "Met" Days
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Let us present a few facts on the subject
of advertising for your consideration

FEATURE

Next to having goods of merit to sell is the importance of letting the
public know that you have them. liar.- is where careful thought should
enter into the proposition. Much .money is wisted by the thoughtless
choice of advertising mediums. In every city is the clever solicitor for
programs, calendars, handbills, and all sorts of schemes in which your ad
may look pretty, but where it is not read, and consequently brings no
returns. When you buy newspaper space yu are sure that your advertisement will go into the homes of the subscribers and will be read by them,
and, if you have what they want, they will corns to your store and buy.
The same good judgment should govern in your choice of newspapers.
We maintain that the evening paper is the better medium, because it goes
to the home at a time when the entire family has time to read ft and plan
a shopping trip tor next day.

Yield Promises Large and This
Tends to Create Optimis-

-

tic Business Outlook.
Now Tork, May 13. Stocks have
advanced from 10 to 30 points since
the October panic, and strong efforts
re being mails to curry them to a
still higher level. The query now Is:
Will these efforts succeed, and If ?o,
Of couise.
on what grounds?
portion of this rise was the
natural rebound following the panic,
when a'.l securities fi ll far below t )i r
Intrinsic value owing to compulsory
liquidation and loss of confidence.
The natural level of price to be expected after the panic would depend
upon a proper readjustment to reduce net earnings and to the lower
winch were liounJ
rates for niuiii-to follow the crisis. Wliiie t lie general depression ef bus'nes wns an
deluetor to sto. k- cline in niomy was an ciU.iil buM-i-- ii
y
and tli. p ay far ma.-tbetween these trto mrces finally resulted in p.irtical victory .,r the la.-- t.
y
nf all panic,
r. This ts the
fince easy mon,y i a argument for
the rise that caniiot be indefinite. y
resisted.
In tile present Instance the advance
rujM'iiH'iit
has been unquestionably
prolonged by powerful manipulation
recession, such as
No important
liian Say That "Mol's" llislrlbutioii of I'liinls Wan
would have .broadened the market
and attracted an outside Interest, has
yet been permitted. On the contrary, keeping down expenses until business
prices have been pushed upward with revives.
a persistence that impeded rather
Trade reports continue very unsatthan encouraged a real revival of con- isfactory.
acre prices have been
fidence. It was evident that the inur-k- readjusted there are some signs of
of exceedingly renewed activity; but the holding up
was in control
powerful operators, whose purposes of prices and wages in many
Were not at first very clearly underof industry is simply retarding
stood. It Is now fully appreciated, recovery.
most encouraging
The
however, that the chief support feature in any quarter is the crop
comes from those Interested In fi- outlook. Thus far the crops hav
nancing the requirements of the rail- made an early and satisfactory start;
roads, and other big corporations dur much better than a year ago. The
ing the current year. The exhaustion Acreage of cotton promises to be as
of the supply if capita; in 197, and large. If not larger, than last year.
the panic which followed, put a stop Winter wheat in in fine cond lion, and
to many of these demands, but, now in view of the larger acreage promHOW Til I IV STAND.
that money is easier and capital i' ises a big crop. Should the weather
coming out of hiding, there is a rush continue favorable until the harvest
American League.
to secure co.itrol of ail available sup- n June we may even be favored with
P. C.
Won.
Clubs
crop
wheat.
bumper
plies. It Is estimated that betw.-i-winter
of
a
13
8
.619
J250, 000.000 to J300.000.000 of note, Nothing will do more toward puding Now York
S
.600
12
Cleveland
Deto
".Slough
will
have
Issues
out
of
of
country
and
stock
the
bond
the
9
13
.591
Philadelphia,
spond" than a good harvest. There St.
be taken care of during the remain11
li!
I.uis
ing eight months of l!utj. One cor- are prospects of a better export de- Chicago
.476
11
10
poration alone, the Union Pacific, mand for both wheat and cotton,
11
.424
9
140,000, 000 of which, in connection with recent for- lefroit
will shortly finance
H
.36 4
14
lio.ston
bonds and has secured authority for eign purchases of securities, will tend Washington
,3s
ti
13
the issue of another $50,000,000 at to retard gold exports, although a rediscretion. This authorization, in ad- sumption of the latter may be anticiNational la'iigiic.
dition to others previously granted, pated at no distant date.
Won. Liost. P. C
Clubs
We repeat our advice of caution in Chicago
gives the latter company freedom to
6
.6S4
13
new
while
for,
bonds
operations;
$258,000,000
some
market
stock
issue
600
12
New York
danger
are
U
go
higher,
may
there
uses
which
prices
for
stocks,
the
and
579
Pittsburg
U
realizations,
comprehension
owing
to
beyond
now
setback,
of
the
a
Just
9
11
.h:
Philadelphia
of
withdrawal
especially
a
case
lu
of
street.
of the
&24
11
10
Hoston
The most significant feature of present artificial support.
s
.444
10.
Cincinnati
is
however,
issues,
numerous
H
Ihese
14
.364
Brooklyn
of Ohio, City of Toledo, l.ucas St. l.uis
16
6
.273
inn their necessity for that will us- titate
ss:
County,
deview
the
in
of
ually be admitted
J. Cheney makes oath that he
mand for improved railroad facili- la Krank
Yftfll IHIiKlH'. Lost. P C.
senior partner of the tlrm of inK. J.
Won.
Clubs
ties but the doubt whether the coun- Cheney
Co., doing business
the
8
13
.619
try can raise this amount of new cap- City of Toledo, County and Btaiepayafore- Omaha . .
the
and that said tlrm will
.'591
9
13
ital at a time when it is suffering said,
or ONK HUNDKfclU
UOl.l.Altn Sioux City. .
sum
9
.609
it
from exceptional business depression. ror each and every case of Catarrh Denver
13
.433
10
.Ml new capital must be provided out that cannot be cured by the use ot Lincoln
Cure.
.404
13
9
)es Moines
of the nation's profits from industry Halls' Catarrh FKANK
J.
CHUNK.
7
U .350
alone; and, as such profits or savings
Sworn to before me and subscribed Puebl
my presence, this th day of Decemare being severely curtailed, the sup In
O AMI IS YliSTl.KDAY.
ply of new capital - must be corre ber, A. U.,
A. W. OL,KASON,
Perhaps we can (Heal.)
Apondincly limited.
Notary Public
Aim'Hinii
s Catarrh Cure is taken Internaldraw somewhat on foreign markets, Hall
H. H. E.
At New York
ly, and acts directly on the blood and
Pennsylvania
bonds
llurope took the
4
6
Bend Cleveland
mucous surfaces of the system.
very
notes
term
0
3
nd New York short
0
for testimonials free.
New York
O.
CO.,
Toledo,
ft
CHKNKY
F.
prime
offer
were
J.
readily: but these
Joss and Hemis; Doyle
Ha'teries:
7oc
Druggists,
by
Hold
all
grade
logs, and Bocuritle of a lower
lake Halls amity Pills lor consti and Kblnnw.
would, under present conditions, find pation.
o
U. H E.
At Hoston
a very poor market abroad. These
3
4
9
operation for the financing of new
Subscribe for the Citizen and read Detroit
2
2 10
Hoston
are then the chief explanation the news.
of the prolonged and artificial rise in
stocks. These new securities must be
distributed, and this can only be done
in a strong market; hence the powerful inside support of the last two
The rise has naturally been
liionjfbs.
greatly assisted by easy mor.ey, by
the usual rebound after a panic, and
by the forced covering of demoralized
and ruined shorts. As for Its con
tinuance, much depends on the stay
:
3
r
i
1 UO
Ime oower of the leaders and their
uuill ait vi
Prices are now
holding together.
close kitchen is changed
fully as high as general conditions
to comfortable coolness
Justify. A moderate business recov
by installing a New Perery ,nd satisfactory election have al
fection Wick Blue F'ame
ready been sufficiently discounted for
to do the
Oil Cook-Stothe present, and a partial reaction
family cooking.
would be beneficial through broadening the market and bringing In a new
No kitchen furnishing
ookiim element which now stands
is
so convenient as this
aloof. On the other hand. It would
stove. Gives a working
be foolish to Ignore the power of the
heat at once, and mainpresent leaders. With an abundance
tains it until turned out
of cheap money in their control they
are likely to carry their advantage to
that too, without over
the limit: and. unless unfavorable
examine the
If
room.
you
the
heating
went Interfere, it need cause no sur
prices were pushed still
prise if
higher, or at least held near present
level, until the market leaders have
a.eorni.lished their purpose
Whether the proposed advance In
Oil Cook-Stov- e
rallro-arates is part of the scheme
to advance the market or not remains
you will set why this U to. The heat from th
to be seen, Isuch an advance und
chimney of the "New Perfection" is ttnetntraud
t xlsling conditions would certainly be
under the kettle nd not dissipated through the room
very poor policy. The public hostility
by radiation. Thus it doe the woik. of the coal
to railroads Is Just beginning to aoat
range without Its diwomfort. Akk your dealer about
the extreme depression In freight
this stove if not with him, write our nearest agency.
will not last, and the advance would
be a burden upon the producer and
It a err
The
consumer when be is bast able t
handsome
have
railroads
the
doubt
No
It.
bear
Diari of
a grievance; but they must do as othtiousefurnithing and gives
ers are doing, cut expenses to the limclear, powerful light more agreeable than gas or
it, endure a temporary shrinkage in
electricity. Safe everywhere and always. Mad
profits, and await the resumption of
of brass finely nickel plated just the thing for the
.
traffic that will surely come In time.
If not with your dealer, writ Our
Any other policy wil certainly revive
nearest agency.
public hostility and react unfavorably
CONTINtNTAL OIL COMPANY
upon the railroads themselves. Th
(Incorporated)
had better accept their share of adversity the same as other people, and
devote themselves to economy and

The Albuquerque Citizen

nd-'-r-

t
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Goes into the homo in the evening and is read there where the whole family has a chance to see it. A morning paper is often carried to the office
not have time to read the ads, but only
by the man of the house, who d
skims over the news headings.
We have a large number of letters giving the opinions of big advertisers who use evening papers almost exclusively. We will publish these
letters from day to day. Their views are valuable.

i

MAJOR LEAGUE

et

BASEBALL

s COWS

.

c--s

n.

Ilatteries;
Siever, Schmidt and
Payne; Oieotte and Carrtgan.
At Washington
R. II. E.
Washington
3 13
4
B
St. Louis
0
15
Katleries: Smith and Street; Powell ami Spencer.
At Philadelphia
It. H
'hieag
4
3
Philadelphia
8 13
Hatteries; Owen, Altrock and
Plank and Schreck.

J Summer Stove?
ve

NEW PERFECTION

d

Wick Blue Flame

living-room-

K.
3
2

Sul-I'va- n;

.Nullonul
At Cincinnati

l.tuc.

Cincinnati

11

8
4

Hatteries: Coakley. Ewing and
Lean; Lindamau, Ferguson and

n.

At St. Knuis
St. Lou.k

F.

It. II. E.

I! ost. hi

n.

H. E.

2
0

10

At

Pittsburg

2

justin

It. II. E.

ittsburg

2
8

cw York

5
7

lHglK

n.
2

OOI.t'MBrS DRY

At Sioux City
Sioux City

Lincoln
Hatteries:
Corbett
Jones and Zlnran.
Amcrbnii
At

4

0

.

and

8

3

KMRROCDKRUD

COAT

5
2

THE

0
0

Albuquerque Lumber Co
WHOLESALE

5
9

Lumber,

2
0

Fttote

Rooting

Albuquerque, New Mexico

AsMot-latioi-

imieaDolis:

0OSSK5sK)sOSXDsK)SX)SK5s

Albuquerque

Foundry and

.VOTICK.

HAVE YOU A

Mexico.

Such appropriation is to be made
from Rio Puerco at points Sec. 8.
Township 19 N. It 1 AV. Hy means of
per sec
liversi.in and 7:15 cubic
tion Is to be conveyed to points Sec
tions 6, 7. 18, 19. 20, Township 19
N.. It.
W.. by means of ditches, and
there used for Irrigation.
The territorial engineer will take
this application up for consideration
on the 1st day of July, 1908, and all
persons who may oppose the granting
of the shove application
must file
their objections with the territorial
engineer on or before that date.
VERNON L. SPLLIA'AN.
Territorial Engineer.

ROOM TO RENT?

t

OR A HOUSE?

1

Die World's Rcwt Climate.
n.'t lonely, free from d.seaso. on
the hlgl. elevations fevers prevail,
wbiU on the lower levels malaria la
enroutitei d to a greater or less extent. acririing to altltu le. To over- come din-ataffections lassitude, ma- larla, Jaundice, biliousness, fever and
ague, nn.1 general debility, the most
Bitters,
effective remedy Is Electric
li ) gre it iterative and blood purifier;
the ant d..te for every form of bodily
a eahni":, nervousness, and Insomnia.
Sold un icr guarantee at all druggists.
Price 50c.
is

We ha-'th finest assortment
iron beds In the city. Price th low
Futrelle Furniture Co.

Machine Works

R. P. MALL. Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Csura; Shaft-log- s.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Roomlrm on Mining mno 11111 Mmonlnory m Bpoolmlty
Albuquerque, N. U.
Foundry east side of railroad track.

Notice Is hereby given that on the
22nd day of April. 1S0H. in accord
ance with Section 26, Irrigation Law
of 1907, Onofre Akers, et nl.. of Santa
Fe. County of Santa Fe, Territory of
New Mexico, made application to the
territorial engineer of New Mexico for
a permit to appropriate from
the
public waters of the territory of New

t.

AND RETAIL

Glass, Cement and Rex

First and Marquette

Henry:

Minneatiolis 1,
Columbus 0.
At Kansas Citv:
Kansas City
Louisville !.
Mw
M
At
aukee:
Milwauke 2. In- dianapolls 0.
At St. Paul:
St Paul 4. Toledo 7
M

PBCK, Adv. Mgr.

II. E.

It. II. E.
4
6

M.

ttHI, DOVALDSOX & CO.
Minneapolis
"Without question the evening papers are the best mediums In Minneapolis or St Paul."
Wm. T. HA LI DA Y, Adv. Mgr.

CX).

Courting;

.....
....

CHARLES

Adv. Mgr.

It. H. K.

inah,i
Denver
Hagan and
Hatteries:
Adams and McDonougli.

GOODS

& CO.

"We spend $325,000 a year and 75
per cent of It is In the evening papers,
ami 25 per cent in Sunday papers.
Even with our great morning papers
we cannot make them pay, though
the experimenting haa cost us $100.-000- ."

Columbus
"We consider the evening paper
the best for retail dry goods stores."
ALBERT MARSBACH.

4
o
9
Pueblo
Hatteries: Ford and Yeuger; Nich
ols and. Mitz.

At Omaha

McCarthy, jr..

COOPKR
Chicago

SIKGKK,

Adv. Mgr.

1

Maddux,
Hatteries:
Young
and
Wiltse and Bresnahan.
At Chicago
u H. E.
'hlcago
8
2
0
1
biladelphia
6 10
Hatteries:
Overall. I.undgren and
Kling; McOuillin and TKioln.
WVrtUTIl

Adv. Mgr.

1

iiison;

At les Moines
Dos Moines

be-li-

Adv. Mgr.

HATCH.

ABRAHAM & STUMS
Brooklyn.
"The evening paper Is best. Brooklyn is a great community of homes,
and the business man carries his paper there at night His wife, the
purchaser we are interested in, has
then the time to read."

3
8
McBow-erma-

F..

ItMiY

& Bl'RXHAM
Brooklyn.
"We prefer the evening papers. Tt
is my sincere
that they are decidedly the best result bringers. The
Is carried home, while
evening
nine-tentof the morning editions
are taken to business ny the men."
CHAS. J. SHEARER.

.IOI

1

lirook.yn
6
0
Hatteries: Lush and Laid wig; Me- Intyre. Wilhelin, lltrgen and Hitter.

1

Have You a

ft DITTO N
IIOl .I1T(
Hoston
"We prefer the evening paper by
all means, because It goes into the
homes directly, while a morning paper has a tendency to work back Into
the business section and does not
reach the homes In such relative
numbers as the evening paper."

Do you know that people are almost fighting
for quarters right here in Albuquerque, andnow?
And like this
S
coat in black embroid
ered flKt hangs straight from the
ahnnlder and has a deep slash under
-The b.nuls holding the
mi
slash and shoulders In place are of
Rose Drown
H!.fi rihhon velvet.
mescaline forms an odd little waistof one Jet and
coat with a
brilliant button.

J

ful

Fult

well

Large, well furnished,

ventllatej front room, modern

and sanitary.

Y,

When your rooj utemi to nauseate
take Kodol. Take Kodol now and until you know you are right again.
There Isn't any doubt about what It
will do and you will find the truth of
this statement verified after you hsv
used Kodol for a few weeks. It It sold
here by J. H. O'Rielly Co.

UU.NT

GO Blake St.

placed in The Albuquerque Citizen will secure
you a tenant at the small cost'of

3

times for 35c, or 6 times for 50c.

1

r

f!
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WEEKLY
Weather Bulletin
For the week ending Mondiiy, May

11. 1!08.

Santa Fe, X. M., Tuesday, May

12.

19U8.

in
Pi

The cool weather of the hist of
April and the first of May continued,
with the exception of two days. The
week opened with the temperature
considerably
below normal;
there
were freezing temperatures at numerous points In the northern half of
the territory, and at several places of
high altitude In the southern half.
There was a gradual ascent of temperature until the night of the
when it began to fall again.
There were light fronts at localities
In the northern counties on the 10th
and 11th. The Tth and 8th were the
only days of the week with a mean
that was normal or above.
There was scattered precipitation
on the first two days In all the ter
rltory, except In the southern and
eastern tiers of counties; the amountx
were moderately light, and the week
was deficient In precipitation.
There
was a little more than the normal
mount of sunshine In the southern
counties, and about the usual amount
in the northern half of the territory.
Strong southwest and west winds
Were of frequent occurrence.
Remark of Correspondents.
Bernalillo Co. Albuquerque, Allan
V. Keller: 0.08 Inch pain fell on the
4th and 0.08 inch on the 5th; the
maximum temperature was 79 degrees on the th and the minimum
was 38 on the 6th; there was about
the usual amount of sunshine.
Dona Ana Co. Agricultural College, F. Stockton: There was no rain
and there was 100 per cent of sunshine on the last five days; the first
two days were partly cloudy; the
maximum temperature was 87 degrees on the 7th and 8th; the minimum was 40 on the 5th. Hlncon, C.
H. Kaitt: The week was windy and
dry; the higher ranges are showing
the effects of the dry weather.
Eddy Co. Carlsbad. Raymond De
I'ue: There were four clear days,
two cloudy and one partly cloudy;
strong west wind blew on the 4th;
the lowest temperature va 3 7 on the
6th. Monument. J. M. Cook: The
weather was partly cloudy to cleur,
liud moderately cool
Kth-9t-

la

V

iliaiit

Co.

Lordburg,

J.

H.

Mi-t'lu- re:

The state of weuiher ranged
from part.y cloudy to clear, the maximum temper.! lure was V.I degrees on
the 9 th and I In- minimum was 3S on
the 4h.
Uuadaiupe Co. Santa Kosa, J. I..
Chapman: Truces of rain fell on the
4th and t i ; there was a thunderstorm, without rain, on the stli; the
maximum teperuture was !S degrees
on tile Nth and the minimum was 33
on the 5th.
Lincoln Co.
Stanton, J. E.
Bergman: A trace of rain fell on the
4th unit 0.1s inch fell on the 6th.
buna Co. Cambr.iy, F. S. Case:
There was a heavy wind on the 4th;
the percentage of sunshine was normal; tjc weather
was
moderately
cool. Gage, K. J. Tliley: High winds
prevailed during the grculcr part of
the week; the night were somewhat
.cooler than is usual at this, season;
the days were moderately cool.
McKinley Co. Fort Wingate, Post
(1.50
Surgeon:
Inch of precipitation
(.snow ) occurred on the 4th; the percentage of sunshine for the week was
relatively high; the nrajiiinum temperature was TU degrees on the 7th and
8th; the minimum was
j on the
4th. Manuelito, W. A. L. Tarr:
Twelve inches of snow fell on the 3d
and 4th and saturated the ground;
thereafter the weather was clear, with
high winds and cutting sands which
have, hurt the vegetation almost a"
much as the cold; the maximum temperature was "S degrees on the Tth:
the minimum was 23 on the 6th.
Mora Co. Watrous, M. C. Need-huUntil the 10th there
temperatures nightly;
temperature was 72 degree
on the 7th and Kill, and the lowest
was 21 on the 4th and 6th.
Otero Co. Clouderoft, John Hef-keA trace of rain fell on the 4th
and 0.04 inch on the ,"th.
Rio Arriba Co. Kspanola, Frank
1). McBride:
On th.- - 4th there was
rain, a little sleet and light snow;
4he total precipitation was 0.32 inch:
there was a strong juiuthwi-s- t wind on
the Sth; the max'nium temperature
was 76 degrees on the sth; the minimum was 33 on the 5th.
San .Ttian Co. Turley. Jay Turley:
The 4th was cloudy and showery; the
remainder of the week was clear;
r:

'

there was a light frost on the 6th;
the prevailing winds were from the
southwest; the river (San Juan) Is at
a medium stage; prospects for water
are good.
San Miguel Co. Roclada, John A
A killing frost the night
Rudolph:
of the 4th and morning of the 5th
was very injurious; the latter part of
the week was very warm and pleas
ant; there Is a good quantity of water
In the. streams,
despite the supply
used by the Irrigation ditches; on
the 5lh 0.28 Inch of rain fill and
0.02 inch fell on the 6th.
Santa Fe Co. Santa Fe. U. 8,
Weather Bureau: Traces of precipi
tation occurred on the tth and 10th;
the week waa partly cloudy to clear
and there was a high percentage of
sunshine; the temperature was much
below normal at the beg'nning of the
week; it rose gradually until the 8th
then fell again; the 7tn and Sth were
somewhat warmer than the normal;
there was a heavy frost on the 6th
and light frosts on the 10th and 11th.
Socorro Co. Rosedale, W. H. Mar
tin: There was 0.19 inch of precipitation on the 4th and 6th; from the
4th to the fith, Inclusive, the minimum teperature ranged from 28 to
36 degrees; the maximum tempera
ture was il on the sth.
Union Co. Valley, NT'Smith: The
week was cool, with frequent high
'""". aim. ngnt xprinKie oi rain on
the 4lh. 5th and tth.
MONTROSE W. HAYES,
Section Director.
Valued Same a Gold.
Stewart, a merchant of Cedar
View, Miss., says: "I tell my customers when they buy a box of Dr. King'
New Life Pills they get the worth of
that much gold In weight If afflicted
with constltpatlon, malaria or biliousness." Sold under guarantee at all
dfuggists. 25c.
B. Q.

CATTLE

RECEIPT!
LARGER

LAST WEEK

Averaged Highest of Any
Week This Year for All Kinds
of Killing Stuff.

.Market

Kansas City, May 13. Cattle
last week were larger than
they have been running for several
weeks, and the market averaged the
highest of any week this year for all
kinds of killing cattle. Stocktrs and
feeders reached too high a flgifre
Monday to hold up, and as receipts of
this class were liberal, and the demand restricted on account of the
high range, prices dropped 30 to 60
cents by the close of the week. The
run is 10,000 today, market about
steady on all kinds. There is a better
sale for the meat than a short time
ago, and although receipts are running heavier than expected, the situation Is healthy. A good many fed
Colorado and Oklahoma cattle were
here today, steers selling at $6.10 to
$6.70. cows $3.50 to $6.50, calves
$3.75 to $5.75, stockers $3.75 to $5.40.
feeders. $4.65 to $5.50. Crass cattle
will move earlier than usual this season, as everything came through the
winter in such good shape that stock
going on pasture has a big advantage
this y, ar over the ordinary season
Sheep receipts last week were
a considerable Increase over both
the previous week and the corre
spond. ng week a year ago. Buyers
took hold at the start, and bought
freely all week, closing prices stand
ing si ghtly better than the opening
of the week.
Receipts at Buffalo
lately have been light, which enables
western packers to sell more meat in
the east, and this accounts for the
fne buying here lately. The run to
day is 15.000 head, lambs steady, but
Texas muttons slightly lower. Wooled
lambs fro mColorado sold at $6.90 to
$7.35, .vhlch top Is highest here In
two weeks.
Clipped lambs go at
$6.10 to $6.50, clipped w estern sheep
$.'.2.'i
to $6.00, including yearlings.
futility of Texas muttons is not good
today. S4 to H0 pound wethers at
$5.20 to $5.30. ewes worth $5.00 to
$5.20. "hoice wethers $5.50. and medium to common mixed sheep $4.25
A good many goats have
to $l 75.
been in luded lately at $3.40 to $3.85,
A Hi" ma ewes last w eek at $5 .25, and
:rlng lambs, medium class,
from Arizona, at $5.65.

J
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GIVING THE BRITISH A BUSY TIME

WANTED

FOR RENT

Large, cool front rooms. WANTED
Able bodlea. unn.arrled
ciot-in. ozt west
men. between ajiea of tl and It;
at rear.
cltlsens of United States, of good
character and tetnperau habits,
FOR RENT Two rooms furnished
who
can speak, read and write
price, 111
for light housekeeping,
English. For Information apply to
per month. Apply 404 N. 2nd St
Recruiting Officer, 103 E Central
FOR RENT New modern tent house
Ave.. Albuquerque. New Mexico.
nicely furnished. 1016 8outh Walter WANTED
Ladies to call and see our
street.
r.ew styles In millinery at reduced
prices. Miss C. P. Crane, Sit North
Second street. Ladles' tailoring and
FOR SALE
dressmaking. Phone 944. Appren
tlces wanted.
FOR
SALE Hest transient and
rooming house in the city. Inquire WANTED
Housekeeper,
family of
Itox 44.
three; permanent home for right
party. Call after 6 p. m. 725 South
FOR SALE Cheap 60 paiis fine plg- Arno street, city.
eons. Address F. R. W Lock Box
321 or care St. Elmo.
WANTED Cook for small family at
Olorieta, N. M. Apply at once at
FOR SALE) A fine Hardman piano,
office, Grand Central hotel.
A
good as new, beautiful tone.
chance to possess an Instrument of WANTED Capable men to fill executive, technical, office and merunexcelled make at Just half what
cantile positions.
We can place
On exhibit at Whlt-on- 's
it Is worth.
you in the position for which you
Music Store, 124 South S coare qualified. Southwestern Busiord street. Albuquerque.
ness Association 201 East CenFOR SALE Underwood typewriter.
tral avenue, Albuquerque, N. U.
Phone 267.
$50, at Millet Studio, 116 West Central svenue.
SALESMEN
or will
FOR SALE Stock rancn,
lease cheap; located In western Socorro county. Address the owner, WANTED Capable salesman to covP. O. Datil, N. M., J. Kelley.
er New Mexico
with staple line.
High
commissions
with $100
FOR SALE At a bargain, a brand- monthly advance. Permanent posinew Stevens shotgun, never been
tion to right man. Jees H. Smith
fired. A high grade and thoroughCo., Detroit, Mich.
ly modern gun.
Inquire at The
Citizen office.
WANTED Traveling men and solictors calling on druggists, confectionFOR SALE Rooming house clearing
ers, etc., covering Albuquerque and
$95 per month.
Purchaser must
surrounding territory and states, to
have $750 cash to handle. Address
carry our celebrated line of chocoM. N., care Citiien.
lates on good commission basis.
Bowes Allegrettl, 35 River St., ChiIIAIU.AINS IN ACHE PROPERTY.
cago.
In 5 and 10 acre tracts, within two
miles of the city limits, at $20 to $75 WANTED Live, energetic men for
per acre. Also a ranch of 1500 acres,
exclusive territory agei.cy of "In;
all valley land, at $30 per acre.
dex" Kerosene Burner converts
coal oil Into gas gives one hunIll ACI1K TRACTS
dred candlepower burns on manOn Fourth street, at $50 per acre.
tle Instantaneous seller. Write at
Other small tracts at proportional
once.
Coast
Lighting Company,
prices.
Motley to linin on approved
2n Tesler Way. Seattle.
security.
Address
WANTED
Salesmen wanted for our
J. Gumlc,
individual lighting plants. Our cenRoom 1. Armtjo Block, 304 West
generator
system has never
tral
Central Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
been pushed.
to
An opportunity
big
money.
make
Exclusive terriSANTA FE FANS WILL
tory to hustlers. Write for full
proposition.! Knight Light Co., ChiFOR RENT

aii'j

THE

TOWN

Spex-in-

l

Train Will llrint; Kit; Crowd
for Hall (.nine .May 21.

According to tin- Santu Fe New
an excursion of several hundred baseball fans will come t A
from the Ancient city Sunday
May 21 to root for the Salmon
tJruys, who are linked to play the
'.an his i!ins at Traction park in this
Mexican,

1

city.

The New Mexican says:
Manager Edward Ehle of the Salmon days, who is making arrangements for the baseball excursion from
this city to Albuquerque on Sunday,
May 24, Is desirous of having all those
who Intend to go on the special train
to notify him as soon as possible.
There are accomodations only for a
limited number at the present time
and in ni.se more desire to go Mr.
Khle wants to Ituow in time to order
that accomodations can be provided
for them.
From the present Indications It Ls
proha'nle that nearly five hundred
Santa Fcans will take advantage of
the low rate. The K.Iks band will accompany the excursion train and will
furnish the music on the way and also In me Imke City during the ball
game.
The Salmon Grays will have the
same lineup as they had two weeks
ago. when they shut out the Duke
City team. The team is keeping up
In practice and is on the
diamond
every afternoon. Manager Ehle says
will
be in better shaps
that the Grays
than ever before on the 24th to win
another victory.
Kodol completely digests all classes
It will get right at the trouble

There will be a strawberry and Ice
cream social at the residence of Mr.
Louis Ilfeld, 701 W. Copper avenue,
Wednesday eienlng. May 13. Mrs.
Frank will .King and a genial good
time is in store for all who will attend. The proceeds of the social will
go to the Ladies' Hebrew Benevolent
society, w hich is surely an Inducement
to make you attend as the noble work
this society Is doing is and should be
appreciated.

n,

Mr. John Rlha of Vinlng, ia., says:
"I have been selling DeWltt's Kidney
and Bladder Pills for about a year
and they give better satisfaction than
any pill I ever sold " Sold by J. H
O'RIelly Co.

IImI!

'1
tJmi

r

a.

mmm

Re sure and attend the strawberry
and li e cream social next Wednesday
evening at the residence of Mrs. Louis
Ilfeld. 701 West Copper avenue. You
will not only have an enjoyable time
hut you will at the some time assist
a noble cause, as this social Is being
given for the benefit of the Ladles'
Hebrew Henevolent oclety.

::

n
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THE AMKKK OF AFGHANISTAN,
Soldiers Are Keeping English anil Indian Truopa on the Jump In tin
Warfare ou Uie NorUiern iron tier of ludia.

The Carnation' Flirtation
If you are Interested In the latest
popular music call at the Whltsnn
Music Co.'s store and ask Mr. Whit-so- n
to play "The Carnation'
Flirtation." All the latest sheet music.

J

On Furniture, Pianos. Organs Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels also on
SALARIES AND WA.REHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as f 10 and as high as
$200. Loan art quickly made and
strictly private.
Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
youi possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
IX1AN CO.
THK IIOrSF.HOI.U
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms I and 4. Orant Bldg.
West
103 H
Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES
Evenings.
Orwn

The Complete

HONEST AGENTS 10 days' credit.
New circular ready. Soaps selling
better than ever. Write. Parker
Chemical Co., Chicago.
Inserts classified
$1.25 PBlTWO"Rl
ads. In 86 leading papers In U. 8.
Send for list. The Dake Advertising Agency, 427 South Main street,
Los Angeles.
MARRT your choice. Particular peo.
pie, everywhere. Introduced without publicity; no fakes; details free.
Address, A. C, box 1338, Los An- getes, Oal.
AGENTS
SOPASTE to
Introduce
factories, railroad shops, etc. Regrease
move
dirt quickly; immense
sales; amazing profits.
Parker
Chemical Co., Chicago,
MARRT your choice. Particular peo.
pie, everywhere, Introduced without
publicity; no fakes; details free. Address, A. C, box 1338, Los Angeles,
Calif.
$210.00 Motor Cycle
or norse and
buggy furnished our men for traveling, and $86.00 per month and
expenses, to take orders for the
greatest portrait house In the world.
beauTou will receive, postpaid.
tiful 16x20 reproduction
of oil
painting In answer to this ad. Write
for particulars. R. D. Martel, Dept.
79. Chicago.
$210

"

'

House Furnishers
208

W.

PHYSICIANS

.
-lllN. llns.1,,..
- j ....I vvuruifi,
and Clairvoyant PhyaU
clans. Room 5, Grant Building, 101 H
West Central avenue.
'
-

Qoa Ave.

Vlta-Path-

ic

uit. r. j. "pATcmw"

Physician and Surge.
Offloo over Vann Drug Stom. na.
.
nce honra
in 1 1
Phones, office 441,
Idenoe
5.
UK.
L. HIST
Physician and Burgeon.
Rooms $ A 7. N. T. Arm Ho Rnlldlaa.

PRICE $2.25

.
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FOR SALE 1 4 room rooming
lioune, steam heat,
running
water; bargain.
FOR SALE Hotel at a bargain.
FOR SALE
modern
cement house.
FOR SALE II o u s e a and
ranches; houses for rent.
--

j

!

DRS. BHONSON

Bllss-Devene-

one-thir-

BHONSON

Homeopathic Physicians
Sat
geons. Over Vann's Drugand
Store.
Office 428; Residence 1011.

M.L.SCHUTT
Soatb 2nd Strut

DENTISTS
CIIAS. A. ELLER,

ffiSimpier Clark
Shoe Company

Dentist.
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Room 14,
N. T. Armijo Building. Phone 141.

NEXT

Denial Surgery.
Rooms $ ami .. Itarm-Hnlldlaa,
Over O'lUclly's Drug store.
Appointments made by mail.
Phone 744.

IM

DR. J. E. CRAFT

R TO POSTOFFICE,

u

Indies Have

You

Examined Our

EDMUND J. ALGER. D. D. a.
Office hours.
a. m. to 12:3$ a. as.
1:80 to 5 p. m.
ApiMtlntiiH-ntmade by mall.
SOn Wo
Central Ave. Phone

v

LAWYERS
R. W. D. BRYAN.

Attorney at I .aw.
Firm National Bank BoUdlStt.
Albuquerque. N. M.

Oflice.

E. W. DOBSON

Attorney at Law.
Office, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque. N. M.

If not. Why not? The average
woman of today makes) the most
of her
Mrtiinities. Why not
jou? We have shoes at all prices.
Children's Shoes From 50c to $1.50
MImcn' and Hoys' from
$1.50 to $3.00
Shoes from. .$1.25 to $4.00
Men 'a Shoes from .. $2.50 to $5.00
WE INVITE YOU TO CALL.

IRA M. BOND
Attorney at Lew.
PciihIoiih, IjiikI Patents, Copyrights
Caveats, Icto-- r Patents, Trad
Mark, Claims.
S3 P. street, N. M. Washington, D. C.
THOS.

MORE BARGAINS IN RANCHES.

Office with W. H. Chllders,
117 West Gold Avenue

Eight acres in alfalfa,
well
fenoctl, alohe house and burn,
fruit tn-e- .
about live iiillea north
of town. Price $000.00 cash.

MISCELLANEOUS
f.

8

W. SPENCER

Architect

SU and a lialf acres first class
laud, already planted In vegetables, about half planted in alfalfa
this Hpriiig, three room adobe
house In good condition. This
place Is located two and a .half
mill's from town. Irlce, $1,000;
$500 down, balance In one year

at

K. D. MADD1SON

Attorney-at-La-

j

i

S.

DR. SOLOMON L. BURTON.
Physician and Surgeon.
Highland Office. 414 South W sites
Street. Phone 10S0.

MOTonfnus or horse

WANTED Capable salesman to cover New Mexico with staple line.
High commissions, with $100.00
monthly advance
Permanent position to right man. Jess H. Smith
MALE HELP
Co.. Detroit, Mich.
a chance for you to make
HEP.E'S
SALESMAN
First class all round
hustler to cover unoccupied terrl- - j money. Our representatives miki
$10 a day; so can you. Immediate
tory selling staple line to retail
territory
seller
and
exclusive
trade. "Technical knowledge un- Agents can carry as side line. C. F.
necessary.
Permanent
to right
Pennewell, Mgr., 152 Mutual Life
man. $110.00 weely. Expenses ad-- ,
Hldg., Seattle, Washington.
vanced. Frank R. Jennings, Sales.
Manager. Chicago.
MOTOR cycle or horse and
$210.00
buggy furnished our men for travAMHITIOCS
MEN WANTED Why
eling, and $H5.00 per month and
work for small salary?
You can
expenses, to take orders for the
earn $J5 to $150 per day: others
greatest
portrait
house In the
are doing it; you can io likewise.
world. You will receive, postpaid,
If you
to increase your sala beautiful 16x20 reproduction of
ary and elevate yourself, write for
oil painting In answer to this ad.
our free hook, "How to Become a
Write for particulars. R. D. Martel,
Professional Auctioneer."
Address'
Dept. 4 74, Chicago.
Chicago School of Auctioneering,
Hoyce Itldg., Chicago.
TIio Mont Common muse of Suffering
AGENTS
opportunity of lifetime, no ' Rheumatism causes more pain and
experience necessary, big cash prof- - suffering than any other disease, for
Its daily, one agent made $21 In the reason that It Is the most common
one hour, everyone w ill buy.
We of all ills, and It is certainly gratifyIssue more accident and sickness! ing to sufferers to know that Chamcom.;
policies than any other similar
will afford
berlain's
Pain Balm
pany in the world, we give the most relief, and make rest and sleep posinsurance!
popular and cheapest
sible. In many cases the relief from
written; new plan. $1 a year pays pain, which Is at first temporary, has
policy:
$500
no
for
tsaessments or become permanent, while In old peodues; other amounts in proportion. ple subject to chronic rheumatism,
Death benefit, weekly Indemnity, often brought on by dampness or
free medical attendance, original changes In the weather, a permanent
popular features, either sex.
All cure cannot be expected: the relief
claims promptly and liberally set- from pain which this liniment ffords
tled: Insurance assets $500,000. Re- Is alone worth many times its cost tl
liable representatives wanted ev- and 50 cent sizes for sale by all drugerywhere; exc'usUe territory; lib- gists.
eral permanent Income, Increasing
Sere-eeach year: absolutely sure. Address
made by
doors and wlndi-w-s
Corporation,
181 home1
International
at tne Superior
inwlianlin
Broadway (Dept W2. New York. Planing Mill.
WANTED Sales Representative for
It Reached the SjkiI,
specialty and school supplies. Good
Mr. E. Humphrey,
who owns a
man can make $55 a week and up.
Permanent position to right party. large general store at Omega, O., and
Centennial S. S. Co., 1725 Stout St.. Is president of the Adams County
Telephone Co., as well as of the Home
Denver, Colo.
Telephone Co., of Pike County, O.,
CA PA HI.R SA LESMAN fo cover" New
says of Dr. King's New Discovery: "It
Mexico w'h staple line. High commy life once. At least I think
missions, with $100 oo monthly ad- saved
did. It seemed to reach the spot
vance.
Permanent position to right It
the very seat of my cough when
man. Jews H Smith Co., Detroit.) everything
Dr.
King's
else failed."
Mich.
New Discovery not only reaches
the
WANTED
Salesmen to handle vest rough spot; It heals the sore spots
pocket side line to increase depart- the weak spots In throat, lungs and
ment stores' sale. Twenty dollars chest. Sold under guarantee at and
all
dally easily made
State territory druggists. 60c and $1.00. Trial bottle
you cover
Samples supplied free tree.
Company. Chicago.
IU.
FEE'S GOOD ICE frtKAM
AM
CAPRI,li: traveling salesman at once CE CREAM
SODA.
WALTON'S
Staple line, prof table commission. Jltl'G STORE.
Contract with $25 00 weekly advance. Permanent position; refertiixxl Liniment.
You will hunt a good while before
A
S J. Co.. Orsnd
ences required
you
fln.J a liniment that ls equal
to
River Ave. Detroit. Mich.
a a
Chamberlain's
Pain
Balm
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup cure for muscular and rheumatic
does not constltpate, but on the other pains for the cure of sprains and sorehand its laxative principles gently ness of the muscules. In case of rheuniove the bowels.
Ch.ldren like It. matism and sciatica it relieves the In.
Sold by J. H. O'RIelly Co.
tense paid and makes sleep and rest
possible.
In case of sprains It relieves
EVERYBODY READS THE ALB? the soreness and restores the parts to
d
QUERQUE CITIZEN' BECAUSE Wl a healthy condition In
the
time required by the usual treatment.
GET THE NEWS FIRST.
equally
is
It
valuable for lame back
Insist upon DeWltt's Witch Hazel and all deep seated and muscular
Salve. It Is especially good for piles. pains. 25 and SO cent sizes for sale by
Sold by J. H. O'RIelly Co.
all druggists.

nni ii i.

VUIIUIIII,

Have the finest thing- - in the oven
line for a (fas or trasoline stove.
Call and let us show them to you.

219

n

-'

DIC W. M. SHEIUDAX
Homeopathic Physician and Burgeoa,
Rooms 8, , 10, State National Baak.

and buggy furnished our men for
traveling, and $86 per month and
expenses, to take orders for the
greatest portrait house In the world.
You will receive, -- postpaid, a beautiful 16x20 reproduction
of oil
painting in answer to this nd. Write
for particulars. R. D. Mirtel. Dept.
604. Chicago.

cago.
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Davis &Zearing

Miscellaneous

r-li-

OVERRUN

FROPKRTT

IiO..N3

MONEY to LOAN

.

.indstfo the very work Itself for the
stomach. It Is pleasant to take. Sold
iiy J. II. O'RIelly Co.

r

PEIt.SON.4Jj

Wpr"'n '

r

i

if food.

biff'

A 3 SIFIE D ADS

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

I

43,-on-

Callfonilan's laict.
"The luckiest day of my life was
when I bought a box of Bucklen's Arnica Salve;" writes Charles F. Budahn
of Tracy, California. "Two 25e boxes
cured me of an annoying case of Itching p:jss. which had troubled me for
years 'and that yielded to no other
treatment." Sold under guarantee at
all druggists.

PAGE SEVEN.

1191 South Walter.

FRENCH

Phon
ADAM

UNDERTAKERS.
Lady Assistant.
Embalming a Specialty.

INSURANCE

per cent.

B.

About 100 aTci of flrNt clan
Irrigttteid land, litcatod four mllea
north of town, 50 acres nnder
cultivation (laM year aa planted
In wlu-atwell fenced with four
Mires and cedar posts," main ditch
runs through land, title perfect.
Price for tlie whole tract, for a
short time only $500.00. This
Is a snap for somebody.

A.

SLEYSTER

ltate. Notary
Pt'blic.
Rooms 1$ and 14, Cromwell
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone 114.
lUHurani-e- .

Ken I

WALKER

A. E.

Fire Insurance.
Secretar) Mutual Building Tunisia It
217 Went Central Avenue.

VETERINARY

A.

MONTOYA

WILLIAM BKLDEN
Veterinary.
Surgery and IVnt tarry a Specialty.
rtuuth
Uti
Phone 4va.

Estate and Loans. Notary
Public. $16 W. Gold Ave.

KerJ

h

DR. "II. D. PETTI FORD

Veterinary burgeoa.
Practice: Therapeutics, Surgery
THORNTON THE CLEANER
Obstetrics on Horses, CatUe, Bkg
Hogs, Dog- - and Cats.
Office wiU
Thornton, the Cleaner, 111 MerW
4(0. Hospital
Phone
aae
Cleans any and everything and does Third,
Keaidence, 731
Walter,
1; r ght.
The best in the southwest. dence phone, 410.South
All he asks la a trial. Clothes cleaned,
repaired and pressed. Just call up
460
Works, 121 N. Third street.
Pal Plmo Wells Mineral Water
cures and prevents constipation. Ask
rour grocer to It

Ull4titllllll

WOODMEN OK THE WORLD. $
Meet Kvery Friday Evening
$
At 8 Sharp.
FOIl EST IN ELKS' THEATER.
Id F.
4
E. W. Moore, C. C.
D. E. Phlllpps, Clerk.
$
402 West Lead Ave
VISITINQ SOVEHEIGN8 WEL- - $
COME.
C

i

iiiiiiitnnmii

kill thicouch
LUNGS

ua CURE

w,th

Dr. King's

flew Discovery
FflH

OQUCH8

PRICK

Trisl Bottle FtM
OLDS
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TR0UBIES

GUARANTEED BATISFAUXOiiV

fOB MONEY KJyUNPED.

jLLBrQtTERQITE

PERSONAL.
P A HA

Awest

Central AvetJ

CANVAS OXFORDS
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN

They are stylish, they are easy on the foot,
and they wear well. Made with as much care
as the most expensive leather shoes, they lit well
and hold their shape.
If you have worn them before you know
how satisfactory they are ; and if not, give them
a trial and we are sure you will be pleased.
With our specially prepared dressings it is
easy to keep them neat.
MEN'S OKAY CANVAS OXI'OKIIS
WOMKN'S WHITE CANVAS
CANVAS OXITMIDS
WOMEN'S
C1II1,IUEN'S WIIITK CNVAS OX EOHDS

illY

$.r0

tt 1.M)

0rXUIS

to $3.00
.,A't.60 to $2.00
..$1.00 to $1.25

Midsummer Fashions
All fhat's new and stylish in Sailors,
wide and narrow brims: hats with the
brim turned up on one side or all
around. We have them all....

Miss Lutz

208 South Second Street

ROYAL ENAMEL WARE

See Our Window for Prices

J.

L. BELL COMPANY
5. First St
115-11-

7
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CHAFING DISHES
Jtmt received a Larva shipment. Haven't room for them,
and at making special low prions this week to move them

The Diamond
Palace

P'PPPTT'
1

1

Central Ave.
Albuquerque

ORAP

II

i
Do

H

lunoh.

Attorney
Vega

Lais

K

Hulk olives at Richelieu Grocery.
Mrs. M. W. Mulligan has returned
from a several weeka' pleasure trip

through California,
Iloh-stRomero,
and Andraea
promlm iit lu epnien from aa Limits
are In the city on businesa.
tl. tf. Ramsay of Albuquerque Is In
Ima Vegas representing
the Royal
Typewriter company.
Kresh salmon HnJ channel cat fish
at the San Jose Market.
Navajo Tribe. No. 3. I. O. R. M..
will hold a refill. ir meeting tonight at
S o'clock. Visiting
Hrothers are welcome.
O. Hill Howard leaves this evening
for a business trip to Rspanola In the
Interests of the tlrm of Howard and
Howard.
Ladles' Aid of First Presbyterian
church will meet with Mrs. W. R.
Thursday
Forbes. 718 West Silver,
afternoon at 2:30.
10. C Chambers
and W. O. Hard-we- ll
of the traffic department of the
Santa Fe coast lines, are spending the
day in the city.
N. H. Andrus, watch Inspector for
the San la Fe on the Rio Urande division of the Santa Fe, Is in thu city
on official business.
rainier Social camp, M. W. A., will
hold regular meeting Thursday night
at Red Men hall. All member are
urged to be present.
S. P. Loose, freight traffic
manager for the Southern Pacific at Los
Angelea, passed through the city this
morning en route east.
The members of the Spanish American Juvenile club are planning to
entertain at a bull in the Elks' ball
room Saturday evening, M:iy 30.
S. T. Valin returned to the city last
night from liiis Vegas, where he took
and passed an examination to practice Ph.irmiicy 'n New Mexico.
There is nothing finer for your
breakfast during the warm weathe-tliii- n
a slice of genuine Virginia ham
obtained from the Sthi Jose Market.
Mrs H. A. Davis expects to leavl'
tomorrow morning fur Chli-ag- o.
where
she ivill be tin- - guest of her mother-in-laMrs. J. W. Iails, for a couple
of months.
Train No. 10 was two hours late
this morning as a result of waiting
at lUnion for the branch train from
Silver City, which was delayed by a
slight wreck.
Mass will be said at Immaculate
Conception church Friday. May 15
at 7 o'clock a. in., for the late Mr.
Avellna G. Oonzalea.
All friends are
Invited to attend.
Masons Attention! All Masons are
requested to meet at Masonic Tvmple,
May 14th at 2 p. m. to attend the
funeral of Mrother Murphy. C. O.
Cushman, master.
tin account of sickness at Mrs.
Johnson's the Woman's Home Mission of the M. K. church South w '
have their tea at the parsonage, 402
South Walter street. 011 Thursday.
May 14. from 3 o'clock on.
The regular monthly business meet
ing of the Congregational Ladle' Al l
society will be held Thursday after
noon, May 14. at the home of Mr.
C. O. Cushrnan, No. 410 West Coai
avenue. All members are urged to
be present.
Miss Blanche Malone, aged 22, who
came here several months ago from
Indiana, died this morning at the
home of her parents. She leaves a
father and mother and two brothers,
Han and Otto. The body, w ill be tak
en to Indiana for burial.
Friends in the ity received word
today that Mrs. Rose Retry the actress, and mother, who left Albuquerque a few weeks ago for New York,
have left Ootham for Europe, where
Mrs. Berry goes to consult a throat
specialist. They expect to be broad
.

JUST RECEIVED 20.000 ROLLS

OF

1908 PATTER

WALL PAPER
All

Third

Papar, Pa lot. Sign and Daearatlva Work Guaranteed

Chauvin & Noneman

Phona
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DO YOUR
FEET EVER

TnMtni r irM t

f1

You

will lorret you
have feet il you try

ail

(11
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Tl;e red diamond on a
of

cxci-lleiH'c-

k1hk

strap

is

always a

.

Stetsons cost $5.50 to $9.00 the pair.
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C. H. CARNES, O D.

H

EL WASHBURN
122 5. Second

119 W.

GO.

Cold

Standing
Invitation
J

here within a few d.is and go to
IIKAH T1IIC OIIOIUTSKS,
TIIK
Washington, D. C, where he Is to be jliADIKK QWAKTKT AND MltS. III.
detailed on special army work. Cap- MOK, TIIK PIANIST. AT Kill DAY
tain Learnard visited here a year ago MGIIT'H CXNOKUT.
and has a large number of friends
FOR
KENT IinSlDFTVCE AT
here who will be pleased to learn of
H0a XOKTII KDITH.
his good fortune.
APPLY OLD
Fully a hundred person witnessed TOWN PONTOFFICK.
a. man so drunk that he did not know
doing try to make the
KNOOUKAGK TIIK HOYS.
what he
acquaintance of a sign board In front
OLAXS MO. II OF TIIK PKKSilY-TKKIAof the Rothenburg A Schloss cigar
SUNDAY
SCHOOL
HAS
store at 10 o'clock this morning. He PKOVIDKD A PLKAK1NU AVD INspoke to the board and because It STRUCT I V F KNTKKTAINMENT
did not answer him. struck It neveral FOIt THURSDAY KVKNING, MAY
blows with hi fist. Then he seemed IITH. AT TIIK SUNDAY SCHOOL
to forgive the Impoliteness of the ROOMS, AT ft OVIXX'K. MR. J. IL
sign and used It for a support. Sev- CHUM, THE FAVORABLY
KNOWN
eral minutes he remained upright and 1NSTIUCTOR
IN
FMHTTION.
motionless, with one hand holding on WILL KNTKRTAIN IN RECITAto the board. When he came out of TION. MONOlit MiUK AND
his reverie he seemed to be offended
VIEWS.
at the hand that held onto the sign,
FEE'S ROOT HEER. THE REEK
striking it a blow with his free hand.
The hand hold was broken by the OF QUALITY. WALTON'S DRUG
blow and the man fell hi length In STORK.
the wtrect to be picked up and carried
away down the alley to sleep. - ;

to come here and
look over our Fine
Clothes; you don't
have to buy any or
them; but we are
pretty sure you'll
want to f you S2e
them.
They're

u

Hart Schaffner
& Marx Clothes

N

STKHK-OPTICO-

The reason we do so much ROl uri
DRY work
because we do It right
and at the price you cannot afford to
have It done at home
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY.
f
ATTENTION MASONS.
All Masons are requested to meet
at the Masonic Temple at 2 o'clock
tomorrow afternoon r.ir the purpose
of attending the funeral of our late
Brother Murphy. t O. Cushman.

m.ster.

Is essential in every home that
aspires to be healthy, comfortable
and pleasant.
We do Plumbing that always
gives satisfaction Try us next
lime.

...

The deceased came to Albuquerque
about three years ago from Roberts-vlllMiv. tuid was a, jnember of Fraternal Lodge a3.A.'F. A. M. The
funeral services will be held from A.
Borders" undertaking parlors. Interment will take place at Fairvlew
cemetery.

e,

our window display thin week
of rnjrs and art squares.
See

ie

patterns, wool fringed rug, 11.25 and
up. FutreUe Furniture o.

T

T

I Plumbing and
Heating Co.
I
I
I

STRAWBERRY

ROc AND

niPPRUI

OLD

CLOTHES
HATS

PHONE 480
We Call

and Deliver

CLEANING
WORKS

TO LOAN
109-11-

215 WEST GOLD AVENUE
ALBUQUERQUE.
N. II.

1

West Silver

JCXXXXXXXJCCCXXXXXXXXXXXX

For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery
CALL

5

g

:

rav
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its $20 to $30
THE CENTRAL

SIMON STERN

AVENUE

CLOTHIER
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REFRIGERATORS
can't beat our ' pricey n equal quality
can't beat our quality atHany price.

You
You

Our Refrigerators

They produce the maximum of cold air.

Their food compartments
are dry and sanitary.
Prices,

11 m :li

f

$9.50 to $30
WAGNER
HARDWARE
COMPANY
Central and

Fourth

s
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WHITE WAGONS
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Carriages
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We Have
Your Suit!
Your Suit for dress occasions, your Suit for business, your suit for lounging, your Suit for traveling.
Your Suit for the seashore, your Suit for the mountains, your Suit for the country, for outings of all sorts;
your Suit for fishing, your Su't for sporting, your Suit
for games, your Suit for any purpose.
Suits of many fabrics, of many colors, A many

-

1'.m

iv.

New Stock Just In

l

w4Bi

Prices the Lowest

BUGGIES, RUNABOUTS, SURREYS,
SPRING WAGONS

STANHOPES,

The Suit you'll fancy and the Suit you'll need.

Harness and Saddles

Albuquerque Carriage Co.
r-

-

.

tor. nrsi

e.

31.

anai t:
nicrds
:

a ..

.

vc.

shapes, of many styles of trimmings.

ATTENTION!

Summer Styfes in Millinery

l

f

k Mars

SchafTner

Pftces?

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.

of the Santa Fe

reading room entertainments nnii"un- the appearance of Cora Bel! Pat-'ei- i.
principal of the Marden School
of Music and Klocuilon of Chicago, nt
tliw local reading room next Saturday
evening.
Miss I'atten w'-l- give an In.
terpi etatlve recital of Henrlk Ibsen's
"i'eer (iynt.
Janiea R. Long, American consul tit
I'arral, Mexico, accompanied by his
family, passed through the city this
morning en route to Philadelphia,
where lie has a aon going to achool.
Mr 1ong went to Mexico fifteen year
ago for his health.
Now he Is
to be worth two million dollar", made in mining.
The old Town Tigers held a meeting in old town armory Inst night and
organise. In a business like manner.
Martin Ryan was elected manager
and treasurer. The players are C.
P. (Jarcla, Joe Ranibs, K. Ilaca,
(i. Coulter. C. He Blasse, K. Lopeis, C.
Chaves. The club decided to give a
dance In the armory May 2: for the
purpose of raising funds with which
to buy new suits.
George Learnar.l, of the firm of
Learnard & Lliuleinaiih, today received a telegram from his brother,
Captain Learnard of the 14th United
State Infantry, who has just arrived
in San Francisco from the Philippines.
Captain Leuruard will Jolu nis family

I

HENRY'S

On

Ambrosio Candetaria
MONEY

hf Hart

I908

CbfTT

a

ml) l
IG

.

mum of ice.

FESTIVAL

LAUNDRY

-- t

3

and that's about all
you need to know
about the quality
and the style; and
as for fit if they
don't fit, we'd rather
you wouiuu l take
them. They 11 fit
all right, and you'll
say so.

are selected with judgment
They consume the mini-

.-.

Under the auspices of the Ladles'
Hebrew Aid society will be given at
the home of Mrs. Louis' Ilfeld, 701
avenue, Wednesday
West Coppe
evening, May IS. Mrs. Frank and others will assist. Everybody is welcome.
Our shirt and foliar morY Is pet
feet.
Our "DOMESTIC FINISH" I
the proper thing
We lead other
follow

l

piioxe ei

SEATS ARE NOW ON SALE AT
Hilt FRID Y NIGirPS

TKKPms

N

412 West Central Ave.

MATSOVK

xnci:rt.

i

fep

Perfect
Plumbing

I

Major B. Ruppe, president of the
New Mexico board of pharmacy, returned to the city rast night from
Las Vega, where he held a meeting
of the board Monday and Tuemlay,
end left this morning on an oflicial
trip over the New Mexico Kaslern
railway.
Tint ladies of the IlaptUt church
will hold their regular monthly meeting Thursday afternoon, May 14, at
2:30 p. m. at the church parlors. An
program
interesting
is
prepared.
Lunch will be served. All ladles of
congregation
a
well as strangers
the
are cordially Invited to attend.
Mr. K. M. Durfee of Kan.sa City.
Mo., who has spent
the winter in
southern California, is a guest of Mr.
K. M. Harden.
Mrs. Durfee is an old
a 11I much e.teemed
friend of Mrs.
iarden, their former home being In
Mrs. Durfee is
Leavenworth. Kan.
' 'timing
to her home in
Kansaa

w
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You've a

W. Central

Take a look at our
$15 and $20 Suits
Match them, if you caul Our highest ambition
to have you satisfied, for then you'll come again.

is

Ar-mij- o,

FOR SALE ONLY BY

IS,

comomcm.-mnmomcmomomomomc-
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Worn with comfort by
men who had sutlered foot distress for years. Let us put a pair
on your feet. Don't buy unless you're pleased.

EYE SYMPTOMS
vou have lipadachen?

IH your pjofl waler?
they ache? Doea print run tniretherf Do things
appear double? Do tilings Ikmmiiiih dim or awim? Are
Hun- eyes Intlamed? Do your pyes Urn after reading-1while? Does a bright liht pain them?
Many people hae eye defects of which they are
unconscious, and while they nuffer no inconvenience
or pain now, they should wear giasaeH for the sake of
their future eyesight.

Phone

'Mtv.

THE FAMOUS
CORNDODGER LAST.

ooaooooooooaooo

month.

six

The management

Uiii'atiU'i'
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I

Veeder and wife of
aro registered at the
K.

WEDNESDAY. MAY

Do

Klks' mcitiiiif tnlRht at 8 n'eloek.
Heinz' sweet and our pickle, bulk
anJ bottle tit Richelieu (Jrocery.
FnKh ki k t iurk roast at the San
Jone Market. Jut right for a nuli'k,
ooM

CTTIZEff.

M. Mandell
i

Panama and Straw Hats

-

t

Nttleton
".r
t.
t Shoes

EYES RIGHT!

Walk out and see our aioek.
We can save you money. . . .

Ladies' Tailoring
SI2 North

Second

RA1CC

&

eye are not right call
nd let me fit them with
Klaaaes that will make them right.

Dressmaking

TO IMC

IHlJJ LIltllL.

m

Phone

S. T. VANN
DOCTOR Or OPTICS
VANN JEWKMIY CO.

One

LuUins' and (lentleruen's Knits

Cleaned, Pressed, Repairec
103 NORTH FIRST STREET

Mill.

luet

vces.

lOlIK.'8
FAK.M

of .acren work done at

riuiuug

J. More Hi

MERCHANT TAILOR

Our window and Ooor scwim
1I
better ttutn any others nuule or
Suix-riu- r
lUuiing
til Albuquerque.
MUL

!Kir South of Drug Store.

A,

MRS. M. E. NORRIS
110 East Coal Avenue

SuiM-rto- r

mi

No. 944

Good
ROOM and BOARD
$16 and Up

All kind

if your

i

JERSEY

XB PI KE ICE CREAM.

